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New Introduction/
Overview
by

Raya Dunayevskaya,
Lou Turner and John Alan

I
So great is the power of the Idea of freedom that it has shaken
apartheid South Africa to its foundation. The struggles for freedom
against that totalitarian leadership's armed-to-the-teeth, undeclared,
savage civil war upon the unarmed Black majority population are
endless. The point now is: What to do to correct this fantastic imba1ance
of forces? How to recognize the freedom idea itself as a great force of

Reason in this life and death struggle? What can be done internationally
to solidarize with it?
The first vantage point of international solidarity is the recognition
that the African freedom struggles are, to begin with, continent-wide.
There is no part of Africa-North, South, East or West, whether they
be newly decolonized African nations tlr even the Bantustans of South
Aftica-where freedom struggles arc not pivotoll. This shows that the
Idea of freedom becomes actual force when it becomes embodied within
the new, live, human forces of revolution. This is fact not only across
the continent of Africa but throughout the whole world. In South Africa
itself the new forces include yauth so young that the present struggle
has been widely referred to as "the children's revolution:• That this
characterizes also the Black dimension in the United States was evident
when the forst of three uprisings in Miami (1980, 1981, 19821 was
referred to as the revolt of "the little shorties:·
The present U.S. movement's support for divestment, as well as the
support throughout the world, is good, but is by no means the whole
of the imperative activity needed.
The impulse for the first edition of this pamphlet was the fact that
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in 1976, the year before he was imprisoned and murdered, Steve Biko
had declared the affinity of Black Consciousness in South Africa with
American Black thought and with Frantz Fanon's philosophy of
revolution, which Fanon had called a "new humanism!' News & Letters
had been detailing and analyzing all the objective events in South Africa
and had turned its November 1977 lead article over to "Steve Biko
Speaks for Himself:' Charles Denby, the editor of News & Letters,
followed this up by proposing that we develop the whole concept of
the affinity of thought of these three dimensions into a special pamphlet
to he entitled: Frantz Fanon, Soweto and American Black Thought. The
events-of freedom struggles and of counter-revolution-from 1978 to
1986 have compelled this present exp;1nded edition.

The year of our first edition, 1978, was the period when Denby was
finishing a new expanded edition of his autobiography, Indignant Heart:
A Black Worker's journal. Here is how he articulated his concept of
that worldwide affinity: "What both Fanon and Biko are saying is that
the struggle for freedom has no national boundaries, and every"ovhere
that you have a battle for human liberty helps the worldwide movement
for freedom" (p. 293).
As against this, America's imperialist tentacles have re-extended to
the Philippines and the Caribbean, as well as re·intensified at home
as "pure" capitalism revealing its basic racism. Reaganism-in turning
the clock back on what was gained through the turbulent 1960s on civil
rights, in the antiNietnam war movement, on youth and educationrevealed its racism most blatantly by its treatment of the Haitian
refugees as criminals. This was done in total disregard of the U.S. Black
movement's identification with the Haitians.

In January 1982, News & Lelters featured a front page ''Worker's
Journal" column entitled: "Haitians dehumanized at Krome:· There
Charles Denby quoted the words of Larry Mahoney, the former
spokesperson of the U.S. State Department at the Krome detention
facility: "I saw women sleeping under blankets so soiled and threadbare
that I mistook them for the contents of vacuum-cleaner bags ... In the
end 1 found 1 could no longer cover for the indignities my government
countenanced, and quit in frustration:· ("Inside Krome:· Miami Herold.
Jan. 10, 1982).
This was the period of the three Black uprisings in Miami. While these
didn't seem to be "directly" related to the brutal treatment that the
Haitian refugees were receiving at Krome !since they were opposing
the conditions of Black life right here in the United States), the truth
is that the Black community in Miami, and indeed throughout the U.S.,
identified with the Haitians. Which is why Denhy had concluded his
report as follows: "It cannot be an accident that these refugees have
been treated this way because they are Black ...The p4)int is that it is
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right here and now-in the United States today-that Haitian refugees

are being treated like this. We cannot remain silent, we need to speak
out, to act to put an end to these atrocities."

And in this same issue of News & Letters John Alan headlined
his "Black·Red" column, "Poland, Haiti: Freedom indivisible." We
participated in the march of 2,000 in Brooklyn, under the slogan, "Hey,
hey, USA, stop supporting Duvalier!"
The "little shorties" in Miami were proof of what we had underscored
in the 19':'3 t,;.diliou wh~u we wrote:
"Contrary to the reports in the white press, Black America's actual
rejection of white capitalistic-imperialistic exploitation, with or without
BJ:zck lackeys, is, al one and the same time, a time-bomb that is surt>
to explode, and a time for thinking and readying for action."

As ground for the present high stage Of revolt, whether it be in South
Africa or the United States, it becomes all the more important to
remember lhe achievements of the 1960s and the early 1970s. We are
not referring only to the turbulence of the 1960s in general, but rather
to the fact that it reached a climax in 1968 only to "perish," that is to
say, the revolution remained 'unfinished. But that was not death. On
the contrary, beginning with 1969, there were all sorts of new objective
developments; and though one had to work under the whip of counter·
revolution, the new forces of revolution did not sepatule their actions
from their hunger and search for theory, a philosophy of revolution to
go with the actual revolution.
In South Africa, in 1969, the new activity saw the dockworkers on
strike win support for the first time from white students in Cape 1bwn
and Witw!ltersrand. In the U.S., along with new wildcats and anti·
Vietnam war demonstrations. the search for theory led to the call for
a Black/Red Conference.lt was on January 12, 1969,lhatthe Conference
Charles Denby had called together met in Detroit and considered the
objective situation inseparable from questions of philosophy and
revolution. Charles Denby's welcome stressed: "One of the main
purposes of this conference is to have Black people speak out. Everyone
will have ten minules. The author of Philosophy and Revolution will
have an hour first, but the discussion will continue the entire day:•
The analysis of this conference, and the phenomenon of Women's
Liberation as a movemenl, Jed that year to our Persptctives thesis, ''The
Needed American Revolution:• In tracing the hiotory of the Block
dimension and its struggle and idea of freedom, we wrote: Thus, where
the white rulers denuded a continent via the infamous triangular trade
in slaves. rum and molasses, the Blacks were exchanging ideas-the
ideas or freedom. the expPriPnces or Black rrnlSSCS in action. and their
aspirations for a new world."
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II
In the more than a decade and a half since we wrote that 1969
Perspectives thesis, the Black dimension has further expanded and
intensified. As a British revolutionary recently wrote us:
What has also happened, burst onto the historic scene, since 1978,
is that the triangular trade of ideas and revolts has found 11 fourth

port of entry-actually three ports, Bristol, London, Liverpool. And
whereas 100,000 march in an anti·arartheid demonstration in
l.ondon, calling for dive5tment, the Black revolt is demanding that
those demonstrators not separate their fight against apartheid from
the fight against radsm at home. At the same moment the Black
movement is fmding an affmity with Azanian youth who are putting
their lives on the line {or freedom.

The whirlwind of events which have brought South Africa to the
threshold of re\'olution, during the last year, reveals ever broader
segments of society being drawn into the liberation proc~. Not only
have mixed-race and Indian communities clashed with the South
African Defense Forces, but reports have shown white students
describing the brulallrealmenllhey have suffered atlhe hands of the
police for expressing !heir solidarity Wilh Black South Africa. Moreover,
a multi-racial contingent of student protestors have for the first time
attempted to make a direct link lu imprisoned African National Congress
(ANC) leader, Nelson Mandela, by marching on Pollsmoor Prison.
Ever since the 1960 Sharpeville massacre and the trial and conviction
of the Black leaders, aded by Mandela, lhe revolts have nol slopped.
The 1960s continue lo live for !he youth demonstrators. Mandela was
the first to signal the end o£ limiting their freedom fight to non-violence
by calling his organization-!'Spear of the Nation!' The new, massive
demonstrations that caned for the overthrow of Botha-ism declared:
"Free Mandela, lhe reolleader of lhe people-he is lhe one who should ·
sit in Botha's chair:'
W'mnie Mandela's revolutionary leadership and !he brulal harassment
she is undergoing right now is not just due to the great Nelson Mandela.
She has shown a revolutionary spirit which is really the spirit o£ the
whole Black nation. Take the mid·1970s when she was in Pretoria
prison, sentenced to solitary confmement. Having undergone five days
and nights of intensive mental torture, she was returned to her cell.
She was so utterly exhausted that she almost didn't see a small piece
of silver foil at the bottom o£ the sanitary bucket, but she picked it up
and unwrapped illo find a message which ended wilh: "Mother of the
nation we are with you:· This is not just the story of one woman
liberationist, but the irreprc:;sible, vokanic nature of South African
Blacks.
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Contrast that to the UN's Reagan-dominated Decade for Women
Conference that was convened in Nairobi, Kenya. It is true that even

there, at the official conference, the African women's llberationists made
their presence felt. A good deal more representative of women, both
in the U.S. and around the world, was the non-governmental "Forum
•ss;• which did a good job of exposing the retrogressionism of

Rcaganism. Not only were 10,000 present at the Forum as against 3,000
at the official meetings, but the spirit and discussion, whether on politics
or other issues, were concerned with the actual problems of women.

The greatest ~ents, however, took place neither at the governmentsponsored meetings nor at the Forum, but on the lawn where musses
of women assembled, some just on hearing that there was such a
women's conference taking place.
Elizabeth Wanjara, a Kenyan woman, heard about the Decade for
Women Conference on a transistor radio in her hometown of Bungoma,
about 450 miles from Nairobi. It inspired eight other women to get
together wtth her, 5C:"ll hun..:t o~.nd k:;.it ::·::eaters to r:tisP enough money
to buy her a bus ticket.
The fact that she is illiterate only proves that intelligence is not related
to reading and writing, but to experience and your own thinking. lt was
this woman who said land she was the only one who said it) that she
knew exactly why she came: "I have to go back to all the women in
my place and tell them the storit::. on all the h:~ppenings h~re. I have
to tell them how we can be ourselves-no Iunger just have babies and

have babies dying:'
What is important about this Conference is that thousands of women,
spontaneously and many without any previous experiences at such
meetings, all had a passion for freedom and gained strength from

knowing that lhere were others who felt lhe way they did and thai they
did not have to solve their problems individually.
Also circulated on the lawn was the petition for others to "Support
the South African liberation movements;• handed out by Esther Levitan,
a South African who has been fighting apartheid for 40 years. It was
clear that the women did not agree with the official conference that
this was the end of their decade, but considered it to be the beginning
of a totally new relationship. This is what we mean in pointing out that
all the ranlifications of the Conference are ficst n.ow tv be worked out.
The very category that we made of the maturity of the women in our
age-Woman as Revolutionary Force al\d Reasun-was created to show
that women are now ready to be part of the dialectic of thought as well
as of revolution.
Presently, the pivotal new development in South Africa is the founding
of the half-million strong massive trade union federation COSATU
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!Congress of Soulh African Trade Unions), who elected as President
Elijah Barayi, a political activist and leader of the mineworkers union.
The powerfullSO,OOO·member National Union of Mineworkers jNUM),
headed by their general secretary Cyril Ramaphosa, remains the
backbone of the new federation of 33 unions plus the United
Democratic Front jUDF). They have all been part of the undeclared
civil war.
On December 1, 10,000 workers held a mass rally in Durban to
celebrate this largest trade union federation in South African history.
They sang, "U COSATU-Sonyuka naye 'masingena enkululekweni

(COSATU-We'll rise with you as we advance towards freedom)!" They
continued with the theme set at the birth of a new nation, when the

new COSATU president, Barayi, issued a warning to the Botha regime
to "get rid of the passes and ... get rid of the troops in lhe lownships
before the house bums down:· The massive Congress as a whole-

men and women, all the 33 different unions, and the UDF-made it
enthusiastically clear that their er-nnomic struggles could not be held
apart from the political struggle for freedom.

Ill
What is crystal clear in the high intensity of the Black dimension's
struggle-whether we are talking of Labor, Women, or Youth-is that
the post-World War II world manifests the presence of an unquenchable
thirst for freedom. What the emergence of the Third World as a whole
world has revealed is just how continuous are those freedom struggles.
It is this movement lroifl practice that is itself a form of theory which
has been challenging revolutionary intellectual-theoreticians to develop
a new unity, a new relation, of theory to practice.
As Marxist·Humanists, we developed this category about the
movement from practice back in the 1950s, with our analysis of the
Absolute Idea• as not only a movement from theory to practice, but
a movement as well from practice to theory, while mass movements
were erupting the world over. It was seen in the U.S. in production,
where the workers were battling Automation. It was seen in East Burope
in the new type of revolts from under totalitarian Communism, which
erupted first in East Germany in 1953 and came loa climax in the 1956
Hungarian Revolulion. Nor did they stop there, as they spread lo lhe
Third World-the Mro-Asian-Latin American worlds-against Western
imperialism. Marx's 1844 Humanist Essays were thus brought out from
•Raya Ounayevskaya's Letters on the Absolute Idea, written May 12 and May 20, 1953,
are included in the Wayne State University Archives of Labor and Urbun Affairs. Raya
Dunayevskaya Collection, pp. 1797·1812.
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the dusty Archives onto the historical stage.
The todayness of Afarx's Marxism is evident from the moment he
founded a new continent of thought and of revolution. Thus, even what
then jthe 1840s) appeared very minor, his sensitivity to language, was
evident in his objection to the capitalist use of the word, "Negro," as
synonymous with "slave:· This sensitivity was integral to his whole
philosophy. which he caUed a "new Humanism:· It characterized his
entire revolutionary life. Whether it was his concept of the Man/Woman
relationship or the developments he was working on in the last decade
of his life on pre·capitalist societies and what we now call the Third
World, or whether it was what he wrote about Iroquois women or the
communal life form, it is this which led to our considering Marx's last
decade a "trail to the 1980s;' now that his Ethnological Notebooks were
finally transcribed and ·published.
Here is how Raya Dunayevskaya expressed this vit:w of Marx's
revolutionary new Huma.nism with regard to the Black dimension
during her Marx Centenary tour in 1983:
Marx's reference in the Ethnological Notebooks to the Australian
Aborigine as 'the intelligent Black' brought to a conclusion the dialectic
he had unchained when he first broke from bourgeois society in the 1840s
and objected to the use of the word, 'Negro.' as if it were synonymous
with the word, 'slave: By the 1850s, in the Grundrisse, he extended that
sensitivity to the whole pre-capitalist world. By the 1860s, the Black
dimension became, at one and the same time, not only pivotal to the
abolition of slavery and victory o£ the North in the Civil War, but also
to the restructuring of Capital itself. In a word, the often-quoted sentence:
'Labor cannot emancipate itself in the white skin where in the Black skin
it is branded,' far from being rhetoric, was the actual reality and the
perspective for overcoming that reality. Marx reached, at f!Very hi5toric
turning point, for a concluding point, not as an end, but as a new jumpingoff point, a new beginning, a new vision.

Charles Denby felt that this articulation of Marx's idea was so crucial
that he asked that it be included in a new 1983 introduction to our
American Civilization on 'IHal that we were publishing to commemorate

the 20th anniversary of the 1963 March on Washington. It did, in fact,
open new doors to us, especially in Black Studies departments. And

because we saw in apartheid Soutt. Africa a dehumanization of language
accompanying its totalitarian rule, we are including as Appendices to

this new expanded edition of Frantz Fanon, Soweto and American Black
Thought, two essays-one on Negritude by the Haitian essayist, poet,
revolutionary, Rene Depestre, and one on language by the "Kenyan

playwright and political critic, Ngugi wa Thiong'o.
The global ramifications of the relationship of theory to practice, o£
language to class structure, and above all, of conflicting tendencies in
the leadership to the masses, makes it all the more imperative to keep
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philosophy and revolution inseparable. That this is no academic
question has recently (1983) been brought to a shocking counter·
revolutionary conclusion, not alone because of the U.S.·imperialist
invasion of Grenada, but because what made it easier for American

imperialism to fmally realize what had been its objective ever since the
revolution in 1979 was that the first shot against the leader of the
revolution, Maurice Bishop, was frred by his co-leaders, Coard and
Austin. Differing tendencies within that revolutionary movement were

kept from their international supporters as well as from their own
masses. These differences have not been fully faced to this day. Which
is why we include in the Appendices the Political-Philosophic Letter
on Grenada written by Raya Dunayevskaya at the time of the U.S.
invasion.

IV
Thward the end o£ the 1950s we had completed our major theoretical
study, Marxism and ¥reed om ... irom 1776 undi Today which is wht:n:
we declared our goal to be Marxist-Humanism. This work. which was

published in 1958, was followed with a booklet entitled Nationalism.
Communism, Marxist-Humanism and the Afro--Asian Revolutions. That
was the very period when Frantz Fanon was completing his Wretched

of the Earth where he declared for a philosophy of revolution that would
be inseparable from the actual revolution. He called it "a new

humanism:•
Even Fidel Castro had insisted, "... we are making a humanist
revolution, beCause it humanizes man:• That the original refusal to be
confmed to a choice between two nuclear Behemoths who dominated

the world collapsed has not extinguished the passion for totally new
human relations with the new revolutionary forces as Reason.
Frantz Fanon had given up his French citizenship to become an
Algerian revolutionary. At the same time, he was sharply critical of "the
native intellectual (who) has thrown himself greedily upon Western
culture ... Rabelais, Shakespeare and Edgar Allan Poe .• :•

The same type of critique of intellectuals, and indeed political leaders,
was voiced by the great Nigerian revolutionary essayist-poet-novelist
Wole Soyinka, who has watched the monolithism that many leaders
tried to impose on the revolutionary movement in Africa soon after
independence. When asked "What do you think of the view, often
expressed in the United States, that Blacks should not criticize other
Blacks?" he replied: "My response can only be the same as I make when

I am faced with that special pleading in relation to Black leaders who
mess up the minds and lives of the Black peoples they govern: Criticism,
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like charity, begins at home:•
Fanon continued his criticism of the very concept of leader: " 'Leader':
the word comes from the Bnglish verb, 'to lead: but a frequent French
translation is 'to drive.' The driver, the shepherd of the people no longer
exists today. The people are no longer a herd; they do not need to be
driven." Fanon's conclusion concretized his critique of the "Leader"
and his cohorts who formed the dominant party: "The single party is
the modem form of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, unmasked,
unpainted, unscrupulous and cynical:' (Wretched of the Earth, p. 133).
This led him to conclude: ''The struggle for freedom does not give back
to the national culture its former value and shapes .. . jWretched of the
Earth, p. 197).
The year 1983, the Marx Centenary year, was marked by us, as
Marxist-Humanists, with a national tour around the publication of a
new work, Rosa Luxemburg, Womt>n's Liberation and Afarx's
Philosophy of Revolution, that dealt with this whole question of

nationalism and internationalism, philosophy and revolution, not only
in general or related only to the decade of the 1980s, but related both
to the new moments of Marx's last decade, which we had called a trail
to our decade, and to the way great revolutionaries confronted historic
turning points. It is this book which, in its fmal chapter, threw down
the gauntlet to all post·Marx Marxists, declaring that they had not fully
grasped Marx's "new moments:•
Marx's view in his last decade, which revolved around the relationship
to the West of what we now call the Third World, led him to declare
that the revolution could come first in a so-called technologically
backward land, ahead of technologically-developed Europe. Marx's deep
dive-into pre-capitalist socie~ies; into the fetishism of commodities in
capitalist societies; and at the opposite pole into the "new passions and
forces" that ''rould aim, with the revolution, to alxrlish any division
between manual and mental labor, in a word to create totally new
human relations-had laid a trail for revolutionaries today.

Our age, with its new generation of revolutionaries the world over,
is presently witness to the unarmed Black revolutionary masses fighting
the savage apartheid totalitarian regime. armed to the teeth. Where the
regime doesn't succeed in murdering these freedom fighters-over 1,000
have already been killed in 1985-it herds them into the most
dehumanized conditions of its foul prisons. It cannot, however, silence
the revolutionary voices that reverberate the world over.
This movement from pral.1ice has international support not only for
its :struggles but for its ideas-ideas that, as w~ havt: shown, Steve Biko
found had a strong affinity to both Frantz Fanon and American Black
thought. As Frantz Fanon put it: "Let us combine our rnuscles and our
brains in a new direction ... This new humanity cannot do otherwise
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than define a new humanism both for itself and for others:·
Now that we do have both a Third World and a new generation of

revolutionaries as Reason in the period in which we finally have Marx's
writings of his last decade, and thus can grasp Marx's Marxism-not

Engels', not Luxemburg's, not Lenin's but Marx's Marxism as a totalityit is up to our age to work out his "new Humanism:' Too much of the
old clings to the newly ind<'pendent states. Russia, which achieved in
1917 the greatest proletarian revolution the world has experienced, was

transformed into its opposite-a state-capitalist society-in the Stalin
decades, as it was surrounded by world capitalism degenerating to
Nazbm. The concept of new human relations-of not stopping the
revolution with the overthrow of the old society, thereby aborting what
Marx called "the revolution in permanence'~ becomes the task ior this
generation to spell out anew for our age.
- February 1, 1986

Charles Oenby, the wodrer-editor o1 News & Letters from 195510 1983, and Raya
Dunayevskaya, founder of Marxist-Humanism in the U.S., in the office or News
& Letters.
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Introduction
by
CHARLES DENBY
Editor, News & Letters

and
RAYA DUNAYEVSKAYA
Chairwoman, News & Letters Committees
On this, the lOth anniversary of the 1968 Kerner Commission's
admission that "Our nation is moving toward two societies, one black,
one white-separate and unequal;' it is clear that nothing has been done
to change the situation that the 1967 uprisings throughout the breadth
and length of the land had forced the President's Commission to
acknowledge. Thda·}"'~ ~a~rs are filled with statistics proving that
conditions of life and labor among Blacks have not only not

improved ... they have worsened. Whether you take the 204-page report
of the Urban League, the three-day spread of the New York Times, or
the single column into which the Chicago 1Hbune, Detroit Free Press

and others have squeezed a whole decade's neglect, the following facts
glare out:
• Unemployment is twice what it was 10 years ago.
• Poverty has worsened and so has the death rate.
• And while the Black middle class has grown, so has pauperization
among the poor-and not just for those on welfare. Many can't even
reach that level of poverty. There are families who, JiteraJly, have
not been on a job for three generations!
The New York blackout illuminated the fnmd in the long-known
statistic that the "average" unemployment among Blacks is twice that
of whites. Even the statistic that unemployment among Black youth

is fully 30'11> does not t•ll the whole story. The naked truth is that there
are Black ghettos where unemployment among Black youth is 80%!
What the proliferation of statistics failed to show, however, is that
the dissatisfaction with the government and the Blacks' erstwhiie
leaders-headed by that mouthpiece of U.S. imperialism, the
Ambassador to the United Nations, Andrew Young-does not mean that
the Black masses are just despairing. Contrary to the reports in the white
press. Black America's actual rejection of white capilalistic·imperialistic
exploitation, with or without Black lackeys, is at one and the same time,
a tim~bomb that is sure to explode, and a time for fhinki118 dJJJ teddyUJg
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for action.
Put an~ther way, what seems to be quiescence is not apathy. Rather
it is the hewing out of new ways to meet the challenge of the times
which would not again allow activity to get so separated from theory
land vice versa!, as very nearly to assure aborted revolutions. 1b

succeed, philosophy and revolution must be united. Which is why Black
youth are taking a second, deeper look at the writings of a very different
type of Ambassador-the Martiniquan Frantz Fanon. Fanon, who had
given up his French citizenship to be an actual participant in the
Algerian Revolution and theoretician of Third Wor1d revolutions, had
come as Algeria's Ambacosador to Ghana in 1960.
But nearly a decade before then, in that other quiescent periodthe early 19505-Fanon had broken with European values, and, in 1952,
wrote that original philosophic work, Black Skin, White Masks. It
became the transition point to new theory, a"nd practice, of revolution.
Fanon was the precursor of a whole new generation of revolutionaries.
By the time, in 1961, when Fanon wrote his masterpiece, The
Wretched of the Earth, it was to be not just his highest point of
development, and not. only a Manifesto of the Third World, but a

Manifesto with global dimensions he called "a new humanism:• That
its todayness keeps proving itself in reality as well as in theory was

shown both at the height of youth revolt in Paris, May 1968, and all
over again during the summer of 1976 when Soweto teenagers, rebelling
against being made to learn Afrikaans, the language of the oppressors,
were found instead to be reading The Wretched of the Earth.
Before his savage murder, Steve Biko, that leader of the Black

Consciousness movement who made the link to Fanon most direct both
on consciousness and on internationalism, said: "The Black
Consciousness movement does not want to accept the dilemma of
capitalism versus communism. It will opt for a socialist solution that
is an authentic e11.-prcssion of black communalism ... As Fanon put it,
'th~ consciousness of the self is not the closing of a door to
communication . . . National consciousness which is not nationalism
is the only thing that will give us an international dimension: "
It is this, just this, type of affinity of ideas of freedom that led
American Black youth to identify with Africa and Caribbean freedom
struggles and thinking. Petty-bourgeois intellectuals may not have
noticed this working out of a new relationship of theory to practice that
is itself a form of theory, since they haven't doni! lhe "theorizing~' But
the American Black identification with Soweto and Bilm, with Fanon
and Caribbean thought, was precisely that, as Block and white American
youth demonstrations against U.S. imperialism's heavy investments in
apartheid South Africa showed. Opposition to U.S. imperialism's
propping up of Rhodesia while mouthing hollow words regarding
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"Black majority rule;• words as false as Ian Smith's, is another such
manifestation. Many are the ways the passion for freedom is articulating
itself.
It is this idea of liberation whose time has come, which inspired
the Black authors of this pamphlet-John Alan and Lou Thrner-to
probe their own experiences as well as historic·philosopbic
developments. One-Lou 'furner-came into the Movement just when
the civil rights struggles of the 1960s had reached. on the one hand.
a new point of development with "Hell, no, we won't go!" into the
Vietnam war, and, on the other hand, got aborted at the very highest
point reached in Kent, Ohio, and Jackson, Mississippi, against U.S.
imperialism's invasion of Cambodia.
The other-John Alan-whO had been in all class struggles as well
as Black struggles from the mid·l940s, felt that the very length of his
experiences demandeO a total re~ination and re~valuation of the
doings he felt had lacked R compr~h~nsivt! tht>ory, ever·\'•ridening the
gulf between revolution and philosophy. He also fell keenly the cor.stant
underestimation of Black American thought-as if the Third World
struggles were the whole and had no roots in the Black American
experience. The truth was that the two-way road from Africa to America
and back, indeed the triangular-Mrican, West Indian, Black
American-development of ideas which led to actual liberation
movements, had started way back when all capitalism saw w~ts a
triangular trade of slaves, rum, molasses.
Karl Marx had been the first to graphically and profoundly sum
up the beginnings of capitalism:
The discovery or gold and silver in America, the extirpDtion, enslavement
and entombment in mines of the aboriginal population. the beginning
of the conquest and looting of the East Indies. the turning of Africa into
a warren for the commercial hunting of black-skins, signalized the rosy
dawn of the era of capitalist production.'

And what his new continent of thought-Historical Materialism that
he called "a new Humanism''-led Mane to point to as the path of world
revolution was the "new forces and new passions" that would not only
destroy the old capitalistic society but create the new, classless social
order on truly human foundations. Bound by this vision, the authors
of Frantz Fanon, Soweto and Ameriam Black Thought wish to trace
the triangular development of ideas and actual achievement of Iibera·
tion, not for history's sake, but as preparation for the American
revolution·to·be.
· News & Letters, both as a paper and as organization, is proud to
publish their >tudy and to appeal to all revolutionaries to rise to the
challenge of the times beset by myriad crises, as well as to open new
1

Karl Man. C.pll•l. Chapter 31, Vol. I, Ken edition, p. 823 tftnguin edition, p 915).
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roads of revolution in thought as in fact. When Frantz Fanon declared
that the colonial fight for freedom was "not a treatise on the universal,
but the untidy affirmation of an original idea propounded as an
absolute," he was, in fact, laying the foundation for the Absolute Ideathe unity of theory and practice-not just as a summing up, a totality
of past and present, but what we call new beginnings for the future.
Revolutionary Black thought, whether it comes from Azania (South
Africa), the Caribbean, or the United States, is not end, but prologue
to action. We invite all readers to join our authors in working out the
imperative task they set for themselves to prepare theoretically for the
American revolution-to-be.
Detroit, Michigan,
May, 1978
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Soweto, Black Consciousness
and Steve Biko
ghelto where the Black
S
student revoJt erupted in June 1976, reverberated
throughout the world like a thunderbolt. It not only signalled a new
OWETO, THE SOUTH AFRICAN

stage of revolt among youth, including pre-teenagers, bul al.so marked
the greatest revolt South Mrica had yet seen among workers, nothing
short of a three-day General Strike in August 1976. The dehumanized
apartheid government's answer to these two thunderbolts-which gave
proof to the truth that no matter how oppressive the state, it cannot
kill the passion for freedom-was the slaughter of hundreds of unarmed
students. capped hy the savage murder in September 1977 of Steve Biko,
the founder nf the Rinck C'.Qnsciousness movement. But let u:; begin
at the beginning-Soweto, June 1976.
The Soweto Student Representative Council iSSRCI began their
revolt by rejecting the attempt of the apartheid government to impose
the Mrikaans language as a medium of instruction in their segregated
schools. The South Mrican state, through its Bantu educational policy.
was, in this instance, heaping an added and offensive burden upon a
learning process already made difficult hy tuition fees, high cost of
books, crowded classrooms, etc.; it was now arrogantly demanding total
ideological submission by mandating that Afrikaans, the language of
the oppressor, be used in the schools.
1b Black South Africans, white South African civilization is an
insidious maze of interconnecting laws and regulations, validating total
control by white supremacists over every physical and every mental
aspect of their lives. The Soweto rovolt, in its opposition to the Afrikaans
language, literally emerges out of the "Black mind," in defense of its
own mind, resisting an absolutism which wants only to see its own
image reflected in the minds of the people it is oppressing.
But the students of Soweto had no illusions about the value of the
education offered to them by the apartheid stalt:. TI~t:y had lt.'ng
discarded any lingering belief that an apartheid education would provide
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them with the equipment to participate in a common South Africa. "For
them, reality had been stripped naked: they can see their future in the

horrifying Bantustans of Thanskei, Ciskei, Bophuthatswana and other
(homelands]. And the spectre is so horrendous that they do not mind

to be shot at:•z
After bloody encounters with South African police, using
sophisticated modern weapons of warfare to quell students armed only
with sticks and stones, a victory was won by the students. Afrikaans
was withdrawn as a language to be used in instruction, but it was a
costly victory in young lives. Over 600 Black students lay dead,
countless others wounded and/or arrested. This was not the end of the
struggle, it was only a manifestation of how wide and how deep the
opposition to apartheid was among Blacks and the rest of the
discriminated against people in South Africa, and at the same time, it
was the beginning of a new stage of the South African revolution.
Moreover, it was not only Soweto. Listen to a 16-year-old Cape 1bwn
student, Ms. Miriam Gafoor, speaking to a Supreme Court judge:
''Apartheid has become an insult to our human dignity. Our whole being
rebels against the whole South African existence. The system of
apartheid does not aUow us to grow to full womanhood or manhood.
It is reducing us to intellectual cripples:' Refusing to give her evidence
before a government commission anonymously, she lokllu:r :;lury lhi!:t
way: "1 am a student at Saltriver High School, facing charges of public
violence and arson. I was suspended from my school with seven other
students. I am 16 years old and I have been locked up, refused food,
and interrogated. . . We, the f.outh of South Africa, reject the
subservient heritage that has been handed down to us .. :•
Scarcely a day in August passed without police shooting down
demonstrators somewhere, as township after township exploded. By
September 2, 1976, the revolt had spread to the "Coloured"' masses (as
those of mixed race are identified in South Africa), when 3,000 Coloured
youth brought the conflict for the first time directly to a white area
itself-downtown Cape Thwn.
What started as a student protest against the forced use of the
oppressor's language, assumed overnight all the features of a movement
for national liberation, and in a very short time it became also a
movement for the emancipation of labor-for Black workers to have
the right to withhold their labor, i.e., to strike. The successful threeday General Strike in August 1976 sent shock waves through the
economy and the minds of South Africa; the ruling whites learned that
their vaunted white civilization was nakedly exposed, disclosing that
its very existence was dependent upon Black labor.
z Or. Manas

Buth~lezi "Lett~r

from Sowetn" A£rh·"· Ore. 1976.
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HE EVENTS IN SOWETO revealed a high degree of
consciousness and organization, carried out in the most
democratic and meticulous manner, with the students as initiators and
co-ordinators. Student bodies within the school system were conduits
through which forms of action to be taken were relayed to Soweto's
population, so student attendance remained at the maximum during

T

revolt. Once the schools became the students' vehicles for discussion
and organization of further defiance, the police began to pass out forged
leaflets, instructing the children to stay home.
They refused to stay home. The students nf !i'.owf!'tQ, alone, decided
when to boycott and when to attend classes. In 1977, so total was the
boycott that shut down all the schools in Soweto, in other Black
townships and even in several "tribal homelands,'' that at the end of
the year the government dropped thousands of leaflets over Soweto by
plane warning patents their children would fail if they did not show
up for examinations. "Are you going to allow dropouts and intimidators
to ruin your child's future?" the leaflets asked. A year·and·a·hal£ after
the first uprising. the answer was a school boycott more powerful than
ever; the number of boycotters was more than 300,000.

Another aspect of the students' creative organizing was the
development of the concept of consultation. For example, the SSRC
pointed out that the success of the strike in Johannesburg was due in
great measure to consultation~ with taxi Jrivers and railroad workers,
urging them lo slop all traffic lo !hal cily. The SSRC also realized that
I he failure to consult could cause a break in the front against apartheid,
as in the case of the so-called Zulu backlash. Consultation with the Zulu
workers, who lived in the hostels provided for them in Soweto, was
all that was necessary for the "backlash" to disappear.
What emerges, in a very concrete way. is that the students, workers.
women and children o£ Soweto, devised, during their rebellion, an
organization and a method and a theory of struggle, which was a new
extension of the old t!XiScting organizations, such as the African National
Congress {ANC).lhe All African Convenlion {AACI and the Pan African
Congress {PACIEzckiel Mphahlele, the Black South African essayist, novelist and
teacher, when he returned in the summer of 1977 after many years
abroad, was quick to recognize the great distance between the "old"
and the "new" in Soweto. He scolded the political chiefs who claimed
thnt they had engineered the revolts from exile, "on international time
and money;• when, he said, the truth is: "The students did it all on their
own steam, driven by their own hurts and esteem of themse)ves:' 3
This is not to ~ay that lh~ rcvvll iu South Africd has not been
' Ezekiel Mphahlele, "Rack to Ancestral Ground," Arsl World, May·June 1977.
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continuous. When Bantu Education was first introduced in 1953,
African students went on strike at almost every institution of higher
education thrO\lghout South Arrir.a. Although Black workers are
forbidden to strike, and refusal to work is punishable by fine and
imprisonment, illegal strikes jumped, after they were forbidden, from
33 in 1954 to 73 in 1955. When South Africans were involved in the
great bus boycott of 1957, hundreds of thousands walked 20 miles to
work and trudged another 20 miles OOck to their segregated townships
for three solid months until they \\'On their fight against a fare increase.
In 1969, the dockworkers won the support of not only African
students, but even students at the white universities in Cape 'Ibwn and
the Witwatersrand. The years between 1973 and 1975 saw wave after
wave of strikes. But the half million African workers and almost quarter
million Coloured workers, who struck in response to the Soweto
students' call in August of 1976, carried out the greatest strike in the
history of South Africa.
The women, especially those in the garment and food canning
industries, were numbered among the most militant. The Cape clothing
indu~try, which f"mplny~ 50.000 workers-90% of them women-was
completely shut down in the general strike. And white housewives were
seen scrubbing their own floors for the first time in their lives when
Black maids failed to report for work.
OMEN UAVE BEEN 1.-IGHTING to change the system
ever since 1913, when. their demonstrations against
passes in the Orange Free State were so massive and militant that the
passes were withdrawn. In 1955, when pass-carrying was once again
to be extended to the women, 2,000 of them-mostly Africans, but
including women of other races-began protests that continued until
August 9, 1956, when 20,000 women converged on Pretoria. August
9 has since then become known as "WOmen's Day" in South Africa.

W

Even the rural women, who are the largest single group, the most
deprived culturally and the most hurdened by the migratory labor
system that forces their husbands und sons to leav-.: their homeland,
marched over 10,000-strong £rom Natal South Coast to Port Shepstone
to present their grievances in 1YSH.•
But Soweto 19i6 was both the highest point of integrality with Black
Consciousness and the first mass opposition to apartheid to break into
world view since the Bloody Sharpeville massacre of 1960, when
• For m01e on Black women in South Africa. see: Phyllis Ntantala, An African Trapdy
tAgascha Productions, Detroit, MI. 1976}: and Hilda Bernstein, For Their Triumphs
and for Their leers (lntemationaJ Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, 104
Newgate Street. Londt>n ECI, England, 1975; available in the U.S. from IDAP. P.O. Box
17, Cambridge. MA 02138).
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ManyoftheseMOmen~~;:~~~~~;~~~:~:;~
Africa's apartheid policy which
thousands of Africans shouted "I~'we Lethu," burned their passes, and
marchf'd to the police stations demanding to be arrested for having
violated the apartheid rules. The unarmed mass of men, women and
children were machine-gunned, a state of emergency was declared. and
any political organi1.ation daring to challenge white supremacy-such
as the ANC and PAC-was outlawed at once. Soweto is the proof that
arms not only cannot kill the Idea of freedom, but that the struggle also
embraces ever newer layers of the population.
Scweto was not just ;~simple separation in time from a preceding
gcm:ralion, but such a quantum leap into revolutionary methods anci
ideas that it inspired a Soweto youth to proclaim: "Go and tell the world
that the proce55 of Black Liberation, which nobody can reverse, hi!s
begun in South Africa!"S Within hours that spirit caught on in every
township in South Africa, from johannesburg to Cape Thwn, and soon,
on the walls of schools and government buildings, slogans appeart!'d
announcing: ''Black IS power:'
Whether the leadership was killed or exiled or jailed, more leaders
emerged from below. An Amt>ri~.;<~n Black intellectual who :;pent 11
months in South Africa reported that the youth learned to taunt the
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"hippos" (the name of the eight-sided, armed police transports used
to strike [ear in Soweto residents). 1b divert the "hippos" from actual
meetings, students would gather at a different place nearby to throw
rocks at .,hippos" that came to break up the meeting, then disappear

and regroup elsewhere, while the actual meeting continued
undisrupted.
Not a week has passed since the first outburst in June 1976 that
hasn't disclosed that it is a still ongoing revolution. It is for this reasonprecisely this-that the armed apartheid government has deluded itself
that il was "reasonable and practical" to throw Steve Biko, naked and
unconscious from serious head wounds, into the rear of a police jeep,
and drive him 700 miles to murder him. It was then that the world

learned in full what the government tried to suppress-Biko's
philosophy of liberation, which he called Black Consciousm:ss.
Listen to Steve Biko speak for himself:6
By Black consciousness t mean the cultural and political revival of
an oppressed people. This must be related to the emancipation of the
entire continent of Africa since the Second World War. Africa has
experienced the death of white invincibility.
I must emphasize the cultural depth of Black consciousness. The
recognition of the death of white invincibility forces Blacks to ask the
question: "Who am I?" "Who arc we?" And the fundamental answer we
give is this: "People are people!'' So "Black" consciousness says: "Forget
about color!" But the reality we faced 10 to 15 years ago did not allow
us to articulate this ...
Where is the evidence of support among the younger generation for
BPC (Black People's Con\'ention)? In one word: Soweto! The boldness,
dedication. sense of purpose. and clarity of analysis of the situation-'all
of the10e things are definitely a result of Black consciousness ideas among
the young generation in Soweto and elsewhere. Indeed, thi~ is not
quantitatively analyzable. For the power of a movement lies in the fact
that it can indeed change the habits of people. This change i~ not the
result of force but ol dedication, of moral persuasion. This is what hi:is
gotten through to the young people. They realize that we arc not dealing
with mere bread and butter issues ...
Ah, this is a quick change! Wt: begin with the assumption that from
the international point of view South Africa is a pawn in the politics of
pragmatism, in the game of power between the U.S. and USSR ...
In order to realize its long·term policy, America has to find a group
with which it can be allied ... It appears to us that this is the reason why
\U.S. President! Carter chose Andrew Young as Ambassador to the UN,
and why he sent him to Southern Africa. In this way Carter hopes to
develop a new complexion, acceptable to the Third World in gcneral':lnd
• The following excerpt are from .. Steve Riko Speaks for Himself," News & Letters,
Nrovrmbcr 1977.
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to South Africa in particular. Carter uses Andrew Young's color as a special
passport to the Third World. But Young has no program except the
furtherance of the American system. That's why he plays tennis in Soweto.
Carter is doing more skilhully what Nixon and Ford did: to make the
American system work more efficiently.
In being so criticai of the economic self-interest in the 'rhird World

on the part of American capitalism, I at the same time have no illusions
about Rus.'iia.lt is as imperialistic as America. This is evident in its internal
histor)' as well as in the role il plays in countries like Angola. But the
Russians have a less dirty name; in the eyes of the Third World, they have
a clean slate. Because of this, they have had a better start in the power
game. Their policy seems to be acceptable to revolutionary groups ...
Here we are probably faced with the greatest problem in the Third World
today. We are divided because some of us think that Russian imperialism
can be accepted as purely an interim phase while others-like myselfdoubt whether Russia is really interested in the liberation of tht: Black
peoples.

Thi! Black consciousness movement Uoe!i nut want to accept the
dilemma of capitalism versus communism. It will opt for a socialist
solution that is an authentic expression of Black communalism. In the
present stage of our struggle it is not easy to present details of this
alternative. But it is a recognition of the fact that a change in the color
of the occupier does not necessarily change the system. In our search
for a just system we know that the debate about economic pulicy cannot
be pure, completely separate from existing systems. In our writings we
at times speak of coll~ijvc:: cotc-rpri~~ ~cau~ we reject tlu:
individualistic and capitalistic type of enterprises. But we are not taking
over the Russian models ...
The call for Black consciousness is the most positive call to come from
any group in the Black world for a long time. It is more than just a
reactionary rejedion of Whites by Blacks. The quintessence of it is the
realiution by the Blacks that, in order to feature well in this game of
power politics, they have to use the concept of group power and to build
a strong foundation for this. Being an historically, politically, sociaUy and
economically disinherited and disp:>sSCSSed group, they have the strongest
foundation from which to operate. The philosophy of Black consciou&nt:SS,
therefore, expresses group pride and the ddermination by the Blacks to
rise and attain the envisaged self.
At the heart of this kind of thinking is the re~tli7.ation by the Blacks
that the most potent weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind
of the oppressed. Once the latter has been so effectively manipulated and
controlled by the oppressor as to make the oppressed believe that he is
:t li:1bility to the White man, then there will be nothing the oppressed
can do that will really scare the powerful masters. Hence thinking along
lines of Black consciousness makes the Black man sec himself as a being,
entire in himself, and not as an extension of a broc-m or additionalleve~ge
•n o;nm~ m11t>hine
It is often claimed that the advocates of Black consciousness arc
hemming themsel\'e.!. into a closed world, choosing to weep on each
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other's shoulders and thereby cutting out useful dialogue with the rest

of the world. Yet I feel that the Black people of the world, in choosing
to reject the legacy of colonialism and white domination and to build

around themselves their own values, standards and outlook to life, have
at last established a solid base for meaningful cooperation amongst

themSt>lvt"S in the lnrgl!r batt1e of the Third World against the rich nations.
As Fanon puts it, "the consciousness of the set£ is not the closing of
a door to communication. . . National consciousness, which is not
n~tiona~sm, .~s the only thing that will give us an international
d&mCDSIOD •••

We have in us the will to live through these trying times; over the
years we have attained moral superiority over the white man; we shall
watch as Time de.cotroys his paper castl~ and knnw Ihill All tht>'"" littlP

pranks were but frantic attempts of frightened little people to convince
each other that they can control the minds and bodies of indigenous
peoples of Africa indefinitely.

W

HAT IS POWERFUl. AND NEW about Biko's ideas is thai
he always centers the possibility for change within tl1e
subject of the oppressed, and not simply within the South African
economy or in the hierarchy of the system. This distinguishes him
sharply from people like Andrew Young and opinion-manufacturers in
this country who deUberately delude the people that racial persecution
in South Africa can be ended by applying a tourniquet to the economy,
which in ::my case is always applied in a half-hearted manner, like the
wrist-slapping six-month arms embargo by the UN !which does not
include nuclear materials).
The ominous character of Henry Kissinger's role in South Africa,
perpetuated now by Andrew Young at the very moment of the
coalescence of revolutionary forces in South Africa, shows the
imperialist face of the U.S. This is seen not only in the U.S.'s heavy
investments in South Africa, but in its global political counterrevolutionary role throughout the whole of Africa ever since the birth
of the Third World.
When the African Revolutions first unfolded in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. they electrified the world not only because in a single
decade they reshaped the map of Mrica, but also because the banner
of liberation raised was charged with a dynamism of ideas, contrasting
sharply with the most famous monopoly of all-the U.S.'s
underdeveloped intellectuals who were then expounding "the end of
ideology:•t
' See Rlya Ounl)'n'sb)'ll, '"llle New Hu~n~mism: African Socialisn1:· Appendix to
N•tlcm~U.m. Communbm. Manist-Humenlsm and lhe Arro-Aslan Rewlulions
(The Left Group- Cambrid~ UnivrrUty l.ahnur Club, 1961: tKW expanded tdition published
by New!\ and Letters. 19841, reprinted as Appendt.to "Henry t.w:ingets African Salari:
Pressurins Rhodesia While Bo1~o1ering Apartheid South Afrio." in The Polllical·
Philosophic: l.etle:rs or Itaya Dunaynsbya !News and l.ette~. Dttmit, l9n!.
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r..
Coffin of munlered Steve Sileo is carried by angry South
Africans.
The tragic death of Steve Biko brought forth the re-discovery of selfconsciousness as an objective forct: within the process of liberation.
Black Consciousness means that Black people in Azania must be for
themselves "and not as an extension of a boom or an additional leverage
to some machine:•

Every white person's health and prosperity in South Africa is
derived wholly !rom the dirt-cheap Black labor held in control by
restrictive laws and police terror. South Africa's prospt"rity during the
1960s and 1970s rested largely upon the world price ol gold. Even with
the inflated price of gold, its economy would not have boomed if it were
not for the low wages that were paid to Black workers in the laborintensive mining operations.
The UN reports that real wages in South Africa have noi increased
since 1910. Black unions are recognized neither by the industries nor
by law, and Black workers earn as little as $40 a month in many
industries. That is why 50 of the large:;l 100 U.S. companie:; operate
in South Africa, investing more than $1.5 billion and realizing a rate
of profit that is among the highest in the world.•

Because the "success" of capitalism in South Africa is inseparable
from the subsistence wages paid to Black labor, there can be no
meaningful improvement £\Jr Black workers under such a system. The
fear that haunts capitalism in South Africa is the continuous revolt of
the masses.

As far back as 1951, one o£ the leaders and theoreticians in South
• For a discussion of lht expanding American mveslments in South Africa in the context
of the current world e<_('•mmi,.. rrisis, sec Rll)11 lJunaycvsbya, Marx's Capilal and
Today's Global Crisis 1News and l.etlers, Detroit, 19781. pp. 12·13.
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Roben Sobukwe

Africa, 1.8. Thbata, said in his opening address to the first conference
of the Society of Young Africa )SOYA):

SOYA can, for instance, a~ist in bringing to the consciousness of wider
sections of the people the two-fold nature of oppression: national
oppression and class exploitation ... You will have noted thatllay great
stress on the importance of ideas ... The ideas are the weapons with
which you cut your path in the barbaric jungle of South African society
today. We have to fight ideas with ideas. We have nothing to lose. We
ha\'e a world to conquer ... We go into the struggle, not simply to save
the youth, not only to save the non· Europeans. It is a question of the

preservation of all society. Our struggle, here in South Africa, is part and
parcel of the struggle of humanity as a whole.~

The 60s began with massive protests launched by the newly created
Pan-African Congress against the pass system. The apartheid
government's response was the Sharpeville maSSSilcre. PAC leader
Robert Sobukwe, charged with incitement, said, "We regard it as our
historic role to contribute towards a United States of Africa from Cape
to Cairo, Morocco to Madagascar.'' At the end of his four years at hard
labor, so determined was the government not to allow him to go free
that it rushed through a special law that became known as the
"Sobukwe Bill;' ancJ sent him to infamous Robben Island as a special
pl"isoner:' 10
• 'thbata''i "Opening Address" to lt1~ fiN>t conferE-nce 'll tht: Society of Young Africa. Dec.
20, 1951, is reprinted as Docuulenl98 in Vol. II of the lour-volume study From Pmlt'sl
lu Cladllc:uge: u Dutumcntary llistory of A£rit.~~n Polili£:!1 In Soulh Africa,
1882·1964, edited lly ThomolS Karis and Gwendolcn M. Car!er jllowoer Institution Press,
Stanford. CA, 19721.
IG Mangaliso Robert Sobukwe difif in South Afrin on Ft•bruary 26. 1978. See "In
Mt'mt•riam" by Phyllis Jordan, Ne\\"$ & l.cttcn, April 197'8.
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HEN SOWETO BRUPI'BD it was again their fear of

genuine revolution that impelled the South Mrican

government first to step up attempts lo fragment the Black people along
"tribal" lines with their so-called "homeland" schemes; then to offer
minimal reforms to the "Coloured" and Asian population; and, above
all, to wage a full scale attack on the identifiable leadership of the

organized forms of resistance. Steve Biko was one of hundreds of Black
activists, students and trade union leaders who was banned or jailed.
Indeed, he had already been banned to the isolation of King
Williamstown since 1973, but on August 18, 1977, he was picked up
under the infamou:S Section 6 of the Terrorism Act, which allows

permanent detention without charge or trial. On September 12, he was
murdered in Pretoria's central prison by the security police, the 23rd
activist to die in police custody in 18 months.

South Africa is a society where revolt walks always in the shadow
of a massacre. Change and revoluton have become, finally, inseparable.
The policy of apartheid has made it impossible to think in terms of
"degrees" of freedom, because it can only be understood as a little less
bondage than the bondage that exists.

What was new about Soweto, in addition to the massive nature of
the revolt of the youth as well as the workers, was the internationalization of the struggle, especially its impact on the U.S.
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Undaunted by drMng downpour. Martin Luther King, Jr. and marchers
sing out on historic march from Selma to Montgomel)', Alabama. in 1965.
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Pa.-t II
Black Struggles in the United States
lliliTHE PRESIDENT Of THIS UNIVERSITY, Dr. Brage
Golding, sits on the Board of Directors of the Armco
Steel Corporation, and Mr. George Janik, Chairman of the Board of
'lhlstees of Kent State University, is an employee of IBM, Inc.:• wrote
the undergraduate student representatives at Kent State University,
demanding that Golding and Janik resign their positions in these U.S.
corporations which support apartheid South Africa with extensive
investmenls. "The economic future of South Africa can be said to be
the willingness of U.S. corporations to invest heavily in a country that
offers cheap labor; exploiting the African population at the expense of
their dignity, living conditions and rights to a decent living:•
The anti-apartheid messages were brought home on campus after
campus, and not separated from struggles at home. Thus, students at
Stanford and the University of California, who initiated mass anti·
apartheid actions in 1977, deepened that movement by drawing in
demands that the universities restore gutted minority studies and that
the courts overturn the Bakke decision. In 1978 demonstrators from
many campuses converged on Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
Tennessee, protesting South Africa's particip1tion in the Davis Cup
tennis matches. The next month both Wesleyan and Princeton students
seized buildings on their campuses until they won the promise from
the university administrators to disinvest in banks and corporations
dealing with South Africa. The protests, bringing anti-apartheid action
home, soon erupted on campuses all over the land. In a three-week span,
demonstrations took place at Amherst, Brandeis, Columbia, Dartmouth,
Harvard, MIT, Th£ts, Williams, Yale and the University of Michigan.
It is clear that American youth have no more use for a system that
degrades humanity than do the youth of Soweto. This rejection of a
racist, exploitative, capitalist society permeates university and ghetto
youth alike.

So simple a matter as an accidental power blackout in New York
City, July 13, 1977, dramatically exposed the Achilles heel of American
capitalism, its racism. All over the city the lights, burglar alarms and
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electronic locks went out, and within seconds, thousands of Black and

Latino youth were racing through all the major ghettos, including
Bedford-Stuyvesant and Bushwick in Brooklyn, the $Quth Bronx,

jamaica and Harlem-as well as more ''downtown" areas such as Times
Square and the Upper West Side.
The youths, followed by the entire community, made the streets
amlthe racist rip-o£C businesses their own. They dubbed it "Christmas
in July" as they smashed into the stores and took what they needed.

All kinds of stores were hit in spontaneous, yet in many cases, highly
organized fashion. Sometimes tow trucks were used to pull down
burglar gates, and there were orten lines, just like at a sale.
The "commandeering" of the private rroperty cannot be compared
with the politicalization that was very much in evidence during the
urban revolb of the 1960s, but the reasons for the looting and burning
in New York City's ghettos were the same reasons that compelled the
ghetto youth of 1964·67 to go out into the streets in rage.
Jn the case of unemployment, conditions are worse than they were
ten years ago. Unemployment among Black youth in 1965 was 20%.
1bday it is between 40% and 50%. In New York City in 1977 it was
80%. The second highest unemployment category is Black women. And
these same two groups also have the highest suicide rates. Whether
it is infant mortality in this supposedly highly advanced land, or the
alarming suicide rate, or the incredibly high homicide rate for young
Black men, it is abundantly dear that life-especia11y Black life-is
"expendable" to American r.apitalism.11
When Black youth broke into stores and carted off the wares to
their ghetto homes, it was as though entire pages of statistics had come
alive to challenge the failure of the system to meet the human needs
for a whole segment of American society.

OW TO OVERCOME this failure has baffled all capitalist
policy makers and politicians, because they dare not look
at the fact that capitalist society really has no "normal" need for the
labor of Black yout!- Black youth are to be wasted in the evermaddening cycle of une.11ployment, welfare, prison, ~nd back again.
Solutions offered are minimal, with a lot of pieties about the "work
ethic" and "a good minimum education:'

H

u The New York Times, April 4, 1978, documents from Health Oepaitment record!~
lhal the d~:ath rate in Harlem is almost 50% higher than the New Ymk citywide rate
of 10.2 ~r 1,000 populatio~: the infant ffil)rtality tfllt' in C.entMI HariiP'm i"'42.8 per 1,000
li'te birchs, against the citywide a'ferage of 19 infant deaths for each 1,000 li11e binhs.
"1'he gap between Harlem's rates and rates o£ other parts of New York have hem widening
~r the last decade:· the article continues, '"despite the introduction in 1966 of Medir-otid
and Medicare .. :·.
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Protesters march in front of
consulate in Chicago during weekly
demonstrations. (Picture courtesy of Chicago Defender.)

The realistically· minded Black job seekers know it to be a "con and
a shufne:· They know that the few jobs which will be presented are
"make work," to which they wi1l not be allmvcd to bring any creativity
or responsibility. As one youth put it, complaining that he had been
promised an interesting job and was instead asked to sweep the streets,
"When we're grown up, we'll have to take this kind of menial job to
have work, but while we're young we want to do something more
exciting:'
Some so-called radicals and mond defenders of capitalism have
characterized the New York "looting" either as a "failure of cultural
values'' or as ''an innate lack of moral standards:· Such views express
total ignorance of what it is to live in a ghetto; what it means to be young
and Black, growing up in the big cities of this country. Although there
has been "great advancement" of the Black middle class in the last two
decades, and the disappearance of the most visible and obnoxious forms
of racism in public accommodations, economic and cultural racism is
still part of the day-to-day life in this country.
The New York blackout exposed not only the racism of American
capitalism, which has meant a full decade of Depression economic
conditions for Blacks. and the attempt to push back every gain made
by the Civil Rights movement of the '60s-{rom jobs, to housing, to
numbers imprisoned. II also exposed the widening division between
leadership and masses in the Black movement. Cantra~t the difference
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between the way in which Martin Luther King, Jr., trying to r~spond

to the need to unite Black and labor, marched with the sanitation
workers on the eve of his assassination in 1968, and the disgusting way
in which MaynM<I jackson, Black Mayor of Atlanta, broke the sanitation
workers' strike in his city in April 1977-on the very anniversary of

Dr. King's murdec.
Indeed, il was only after the New York outburst that Vernon Jordan
of the Urban League signalled the end of his and other Black leaders'
honeymoon with the Carter Administration by ever-so-mildly taking

issue with Carter's lack of specific proposals dealing with Black poverty,
most specifically in the area of jobs. The blackout events had exposed
the fakery of Carter's rhetoric and the impotency of Black leadership
in this period when most of the gain:;, :,o hard-won in the past decade,
were being rolled back.
In fact, the Black movement has been in a situation of "dual
alienation'~from its own leadership as well as from the American
system-ever since the mid-1960s when the mass of Black people began
to question the goals and methods of the Civil Rights movement
leadership.

W

HAT MARKED

THE GREAT

and historic decade of

the '60s was the mass nature of the Black revolt-its self·
activity, self-organization and self-development. The courage of the
Black youth in the Deep South initiated a new era in the U.S.A. that
swept along young and old, gave a new definition to the labor
movement's "sit-down" with sit-ins. teach-ins and wade-ins, and
inspired a whole new generation of revolutionaries, Black and white.

It was this very mass character and strength out of which the
disillusion began, and not only in the South, but in the North ns well.
The Rent Strike movement which swept the New York slums in the
winter of 1963·64 involved over 100,000 people under the slogan "no
rent for rats:· Yet the leadership led the mass demonstrations into the
arena of the landlord-tenant courts, where things bogged down
interminably. Six months later, CORE demonstrations were taken over
by Harlem youth and the 1964 Harlem rebellion was on; the next
summer Black fury exploded in the fin;t oC many outbursts in the now
internationally-known Watts community in California.
Job discrimination was rampant in industry, and low·paid menial
work was the exclusive province of Black and other minority workers.
Housing was rigidly segregated, but the Black worker and the urban
poor could not afford to live outside of the vast deteriorating slums that
were the "Black communities:·
The feeling of frustration was not only directed against the system
of capitalism and its symbols, i.e. the white landlords and white
merchants. Out also against the middle-class leadership of the Civil
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Rights movement. This leadership was proving to be incapable of
moving against the all-pervasive racism that plagued the lives of Black
workers and the Black poor city dwellers.

Alongside this criticism of capitalism and of the Black leadership,
there was a growing new "Black consciousness:• The slogan "Black
Power," raised by Stokely Carmichael on the 1965 march from Memphis,
Thnnessee to Jackson, Mississippi with James Meredith and Dr. M.L.
King, was the articulation of this growing new Black consciousness.
The slogan "Black Power'' did not precede, hut followed Watts; the
Black masses had already broken with the leadership's conception of
the movement a full year before Carmichael tried to cnpsulize it as a
slos.:m. As Raya Dunayevskaya put it: ", .. he signallt!d more than the
end of Dr. King's predominance in the leadership of the Movement.
It was also the beginning of the division between ranks rmd all leaders,
himself included:'u The division was especially sharp between the
Black women and Carmichael when he dared to say that the only
position for women in the movement was "prone:· He never repeated it.
Black power, before it was corrupted with the ideas of "Black
Capitalism," reflected the disillusionment with, and alienation from,
white capitalism on the one hand, and on the other hand, a feeling of
race pride and race respect, wedded to the conscious knowledge that
power existed within the Black masses to transform society. It was a
quest for a total solution in ic.Jeas as well as in action.
Behind the twin slogans of "Black Power" and ''Black is Beautiful,"
the course of Black liberation was altered and the method of stn1ggle
redefined. From 1966 onward into the 1970s, no facet of Black American
life was left untouched by the Black Power movement.
Into this ferment of so much activity which seemed to spring out
of nowhere came the Black urban revolts culminating in the 1967
summer Detroit Revolt. This revolt stunned a nation which had already
experienced the "hot summers" of Watts and Newark, but Detroit was
to be different. It was not simply an upheaval to "get whitey," but a
revolt against the class system wearing a white face. The Black people
of Detroit, mainly workers and urban poor, in the fury of their attack
upon the symbols of capitalism. did not spare the property of the Black
businessman or the Black landlord. The looting of stores, and the sniping
at the police and the military, was interracial.
Detroit's outbreak was to be the final step in the new stage of Black
revolt-a stage characterized by the movement away frO.Iil White/Black
liberalism to class/race consciousness. It was also at this point of the
Black rebeUion that the Federal Government decided to intervene with
14 itaya Ounaycvskaya, "New Passions and New Forces;• Chapter 9 of Phll050phy and
Revolution !Dell Publishing Co., New York, 1973; new expanded edition, Humanities,
Nc.:w Jersey, 19821. p. 269.
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massive sums of money to oil the waters of dissension in the Black
ghettos. This spending of federal funds has mainly resulted, over the
last decade, in bringing forth "influential" strata of the Black middle
class, most of whom are "expert" on handling the "Black Question"
within the framework of democratic liberalism espoused by the

· Democratic Party.
· The infusion of federal funds, whether actually under the Office

of Economic Opportunity (OEO) budget or not, was called the "poverty
program" by ghetto residents. A name went with it for those Civil Rights
leaders who took the jobs that were offered....!'poverty pimps:' Where
the cry of the ghetto revolts was "Abolish the slums!" the intent of the

OEO was to create a new generation of "tame" Black leaders.
HE BLACK POWER MOVEMENT not only touched every
facet of life, it also produced a new consciousness and spirit
o[ revolt that cannot be erased [rom history.
By the '70s Black workers had organi1.ed Black caucuses within their
unions to combat the racism found both in the unions and in the
factories.
A.5 one of the most experienced Black workers wrote:

T

An entirely new stage was born with the appearance of groups like
DRUM {Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement) within the auto shops.
DRUM was organized after Chrysler £ired seven of the black workers
who had struck the Dodge Main plant to protest a speed-up on the line,
while the UAW Convention was being held in Atlantic Ci\y.ln july, 1968,
when DRUM called for a strike to support a list of demands against racism,
both by Chrysler and the UAW, the call brought thous:mds of workers
out of the plant and shut down production for two days.
Several months bt:fur~ the Dodge strike in DetrQil, 500 workers at
the Mahwah, New jersey Ford plant had shut down produclion for three
days after a racist foreman called a production worker a ''black bastard:'
Out of that spontaneous wildcat, the United Black Brothers o£ Mahwah
Ford was organized.
The greatest difference between the new caucuses emerging today
<~ond thosl! that appeared before is that most of us whn were in Black
opposition groups up to now thought lhat the most important thing to
do was to throw out the leadership, or change the union structure. or
something of that nature. The young people today aren't thinking that
wa)"· They are thinking in terms o£ a complete change-of revolution.
Young Blacks today aren't joking about the complete change the)' are
out to get. When the group at Dodge named themselves the Revolutionary
Union Movement. it was very significant. Yenrs agfi if workers called
themselves "revolutionaries:' other workers would have shied away from
them. 'Ibday the very wnrd can attract workers.u
u Charles Denby. "Black Caucu~ in the Unions.'' Nrw PolltiC!l. Summer 1968: reyrinted
as Appendix to third edition of American Clvlllzallon on Trlal!News and Leuen,
Dchuil, l':li'O, 1983).
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In the '70s, Black students are letting it be known they have no
intention of giving up the Black Studies courses for which they had
fought so hard following the assassination of Rev. King. 'Ib win these
programs Black students had occupied buildings and shut down
uni\·ersities, and two had been shot to death at UCLA over the direction
of a new center. In Atlanta, Georgia, high school students boycotted
classes and called for daily Black Studies programs in the public school

curriculum, beginning with elementary school. One student
commented, "If they teach us every day about the White man, they
can teach us every day about the Black man:•
Suddenly, not only did the number of programs decline sharply
from the estimated high of about 500 in 1972, but those remaining were
rapidly becoming establishment·controlled. "College administrators
don't want meaningful Black studies programs because they would
reveal the racist nature of American higher education," charged Leonard
Jeffries, director of the Rlack Studies Department at Cit}' College of New
York.14 Nothing better proves his point than the racism revealed by the
top intellectual citadel, Harvard, where the Chairman of the Afro·
American Studies Department, Prof. Ewart Guinier, fou~t so long 1111d
w iumi to prevent the proposed W.E.B. Du Bois Institute from being
wrenched from Black control to become an instrument in the hands
of the Administration}~ He lost the hattie. "The treatment Blacks receive
at Harvard today parallels their treatmPnt i11 American life ... is no more
elevated than that of the conservative majority of the U.S. Supreme
f";ourt ... or the local police force," said Dr. Guinier, accusing Harvard
of nothing less than the "academic lynching of Black students:·
This attempt to either eradicate or discipline Black Studies has been
met with new student strikes and occupations from the University of
Michigan to Brown University in Rhode Island, and from CUNY to Kent
State, Ohio. It is not only the existence of serious Black Studies programs
that is in joopardy, but the very presence of substantial numbers of
minorities on university campuses. In the South, aU-Black colleges have
sufrered drastic cuts in financial aid. In New York, the open admissions
and free tuition policies which gave the opportunity for Black, Latino
and poor white youth to go to college have been eliminated.

OSTOS
COLLEGE-which is overwhelmingly
H
Hispanic, offers the Dnly bilingual education program in
the East, and was founded in 1970 only after massive pressure from
COMMUNITY

the Latino community of the South Bronx-was threatened with closing
in 1976. It was saved only by the immediate occupation of the college
•• Quoted in ""Bia'"k Sludies Mark Gain"i bul Sttk Wider Role" by Edwdrd Fi-.l!.e. New

York Times, Jun~ 19. 1977.

" &e 'The DuBois Legacy Under Atlack"' by David Grahnm DuBois, The Black Scholar,
Jan ·t"tb. 1978.
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for two weeks by students who conducted classes and seminars
themselves.

When the threat was repeated in 1978, students took over an almost
finished but empty building across the street from the college at 500
Grand Concourse Ave., which students had demanded become part of
their school for four years. It soon could not ilccommodatc all the
professors who wanted to teach their classes there to show support for
the action.
Declaring that "Hostos is affirmative action," the students sent a
large contingent to the mass April 1978 march in Washington, D.C.
cal1ed to protest the Bakke decision which aimed at ending the few
meaningful affirmative· action programs that ever were implemented,
not alone on the campus, but in employment as welL
The protests against Bakke have brought together, in a new way,
Black and white students, women, and other minorities on a scale not
seen for many years. At the same time, Black students at Cornell
University were joined for the flrst time by white students to protest
more cuts in Black Studies there-ami Barnard College had a
demonstration against the elimination of some of their Black Studies.
In the same way, Kent State students-in their 1977 battle against
construction of a gym on Blanket Hill, where the National Guard
murdered four students on May 4, 1970-tried. not to let their movement
be separated this time from the Black dimension, as it was in 1970.
Whereas lhe mas.c;acre at Kent State had shut down no less than 426
campuses in 1970, while ten days later none protested the killings at
Black Jackson State in Mississippi, the protesters of 1977 were wearing
bright red T-shirts with while letters: "Long Live the Spirit of Kent and

jackson State:·
LACK MASSES
been the revolutionary
B
vanguard, releasing an avalanche of creative energy. It
was Black workers forming caucuses who took the lead in fighting for
HAVE ALWAYS

decent working conditions for all workers. It was Black youth from
preteens through college who inspired white youth to join in protesl.
AU stereotypes of "age" have been broken down in the very process
of revolt. One who had been a civil rights activist in the South put it
this way: "I was constantly astonished at how youth in 6th, 7th and
8th grade would not only demonstrate and get arrested, but organize
others-adults as well as kids. You saw kids as thinkers in the Freedom
Schools. This is whnt we are wirnessing again in Soweto, today:•
The "new passions and new forces" which Marx flrst mentioned
in his monumental work, Capital, are being concretized by our own
age because they are central to the transformation of reality-the reality
of racism, sexism and capitalist exploitation today.
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anti-apartheid demonstrations swept U.S. campuses in the
spring of 1985. At Columbia and

Berkeley, students occupied university buildings, renaming them
Mandela Hall and Biko Hall.

Thus, not a single struggle in the '60s or '70s took place- wilhhut
Black women in the forefront. It was Rosa Parks, a Black seamstress,
who sparked the whole Black revolt in the South in 1955 by refusing
to give up her scat on th~ bus to a white man. It was Fannie Lou Hamer
who initiated Mississippi Freedom Summer. It was Black women,
calling themselves "Woman Power Unlimited:' who organized help for
jailed Freedom Riders in 1961·62. It was Black nurses' aides who led
thousands into the streets in Charleston, South Carolind, and Black
welfare mothers who organi1.ed the Welfare Rights Organization. Black
women led the 1966 Maryland F1eeJum Uuion movement. organized
the strikes o£ food·processing workers and created the unions £or
domestic workers.

It is a dimension that crosses generations back to U.S. abolitionists
Sojourner Truth and Harriet Thbman, and crosses oceans to women like
South African Winnie Mandela, who has been under banning orders
in her Soweto home for all but nine months of the past 16 years-ever
since her husband, ANC leader Nelson Mandela, was sentenced to
Robben Island for life after the infamous Rivonia 'frial. She once showed
her defiance by coming into court dressed in the green, gold and black
colors of the banned ANC. Now she has been banned to Brandfort, a
remote Orange Free Stale village, under severe restrictions that rln not
allow her in the presence o£ more than one other person at a time, and
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she refused to
move to the back of a bus in Mont·
gomery, Ala. In 1985 she marches at
the South African Embassy.
After 25 )l&atS, Winnie Mandela broke
her banning order and spoke at a
mass funeral and rally tor the victims
of the massacre at Mametodi, outside
of Pretoria, on Dec. 3, 1985.
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then only by special permission. At the clos:! of her l&test trial, the Black
audience joinf"d her in giving the clencht"d-fist Black power salute.1 6

Indeed, it was hecause women arc so vital and integral a dimension
of the movement to freedom that one young, Black working womanwho fully appreciated the phenomenal impact that Alex Haley's Roots
had upon white and Black America alike-was led to write, nevertheless:
Nc\·er before has the history of Bluck America had so much notice.
For the first time, somebod)· ha~ haccd our history through six
generations ... Nobody reading this book could miss seeing that Kunia
Kinte"s African culture was so much richer, more humnn, more ci\·ilized,
than the white slave society into which he was sold. Through his ~yes,
you can see the real continUII}' between Africa and America. in the actions
and thought~ of pt•op!e the white man tor.sidcrcd savages.
Uut a:; I finished the book. 111cn• wcr~ still SC.lme questions that I
wondered about. Why doc!. Haley present Afnca as a paradise. without
taking up any LfJntlio:ts bctwc..-cn Africo.lll!> thcmsdvc~.' I would liko! t~ know
who hdped the white man captldrc so man~· African~ 'IS slaves. We must
have had divisions in our pcoplt• C\'Cn then.
1' SE'c 1\ Window nn Sowc:to t>y Joyc~ Sikakane jlutr.rn·1tiun.:d Defrnce and Aid Fund
for Southern Aitil:a. 19771 pp. 59·i0. fur Sika~.ant•'Sf'l'tSO•nal,lCC(>unt of her own 1969-70
dctcnliun and 1rial alt•ng wilh 21 1>thcr women and men. inciuding Winnie Mamlela.
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I also could not help noticing how it is always the mcm, and only the
man, who really fights for our freedom in the book. Women are always
in the background, or compromising with the slave owners. They are
shown as though they were not allowed to make any decb;ions, or to
discuss any important issue, even in the section that takes place in Africa.
This is not the true history of our people as I know it.
Sojourner Truth and Harriet Thbman are not even mentioned, and

neither are any of the other Black women who fought slavery. If people
like Alex Haley write about our history, but let that old stuff about their
attitude to Black women get in the way, we will not only never really
know our past, but our future. Sumetimes he is telling his own ideas of
how things should be, instead of the true history of how we were.
A lot of people are saying that Roots shows that there is a new stage
of Black consciousness. But that stage can't stop with just tracing our
ancestry, or the surface consciousness of culture, if that culture means
that we put down women, or pretend that there are no divisions among
usP

This consciousness of race and class and sex, of national and
international, of activities for freedom and the ide:~ of freedom, has time
and again over the past two decades charat:terized the most
revolutionary rupects of the Black mass movement. Tt has time and again
pushed the Black revolt forward. When one or another Black leader
caught this passion and creativity from below, they have been able to
make the tremendous leap th&:t the movement itself made. When they
have not, the division between masses and leaders who fall to the side
or impede the movement has been sharp. Thclay there is such a deep
schism within the African-American world that it will have profound
influence on the future development of any movement for real Black
liberation in this country. It is a schism that has been with us since
the urban revolts, when the ntack masses oi workers and the poor of
the ghettos took into their own hands and n,inds the action of self·
liberation, and thus moved beyond the safe limits set by the middle·
class Blacks aspiring to leadership.
We are poised on the brink of new departures in the Black liberation
movement. American capitalist-imperialism has been unable to point
to any positive direction in these past ten years. Th the Black masses
this is clear, even if to many of the Black middle class leadership it is
not. The new departure involves as much Black revolutionAry thought
as it does Black revolutionary activity. Indeed the two are inseparabl~.
The Martiniquan, Frantz Fanon, was the world revolutionary who
developed this unity of theory and activity most profoundly, and it is
to him we tum in the conlext of African. Caribbean and American Black
thought.
u 1bmmie Hope-.

"Root~:

Africa and America in making lhe history of frf.f!dom," News

&. Letten, jan ·feb., 1977.
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Frantz Fanon, World
Revolutionary

Frantz Fanon

•

T IS Nor ACCIDENTAL that Fanon's thoughts are relevant
to the liberation struggles in South Africa, as manifested in

the Black ConSciousness movement. It was Fanon who had, in his Black
Skin, White Masks, both deepened the Hegelian concept of self·
consciousness and in his sharp critique of "reciprocity:• denied that
there is any reciprocity when the relationship of Master and Slave has
the additive of color. Quite the contrary. He made that the foundation
of revolutionary action. In the dialectical relationship between the
oppressed and the oppressor, the oppressed gains the idea of his or her
own being-one's own self·consciousness-and the desire of being for

self, and not for "other"

Fanon's philosophy of revolution has assumed the quality of
actuality in the brutal life-and-death struggle between the Black masses
of South Africa and the arrogant white ruling class that would, if they
could, reduce Black humanity to a thing-an object among other objects.
It is not alone that banned copies of The Wretched of the Earth

circulate among the South African youth of Soweto, nor that American
intellectuals have chosen for their own reasons to present a truncated
version of his thought, that makes us return to Frantz Fanon. Rather,
it has been a resurgence of the African revolutionary spirit since the

defeat of both Portuguese and U.S. imperialism in Angola-a spirit
evident in the new wave of guerrilla wars of liberation in Zimbabwe
and in Namibia-as well as the mass revolt in South Africa itself, that
demands a new look, with the eyes of the late 1970s, at that world
revolutionary figure, Frantz Fanon. A ''new" understanding of Fanon
becomes an imperative at this time, not as past history, but as living
activity.
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The Black Consciousness movement in South Mrica which Steve
Biko headed was powerful because it had re-established self·
consciousness as a force of revolution. The idea that the Black masses
have the power to shake South Mrica to its foundations has become
the reality of South Mrica.
In this early work, Black Skin, White MIISks, Fanon had grasped
that colonial domination of Third World peoples meant not only

economic domination, but also the destruction of the spirit and the
personality of the oppressed people. In the chapter on "The Negro and
Hegel" in Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon is at his exciting best. What
uppta~s at first glance as a summation of the "Lordship mid Bondage"
section of Hegel's Phenomenology, is a brilliant exposition of the
dialectical inter~relationship of the independence and dependence of
self-consciousness to the Black situation in a racist society.
Here Fanon stresses the phenomenon that the :;el£-con:.ciousn.ess
of Blacks has been sublated by oppression and that the other, white
oppressors, do not regard Black self-consciousness as real, but see in
Black only their own self-consciousness. As long as Black self·
consciousness is not recognized by the other, "the other will remain
the theme of his [Black] actions:• If there is no reciprocity between the
real self-consciousness of Blacks and the other, the circuit is closed and
ultimately Blacks are deprived of being for themselves.
The recognition that Blacks are saddled with a false consciousness
of self-or rather two consciousnesse.'i of self-is not new. In 1903,
W.B.B. DuBois wrote in The Souls of Black Folk that the American world
"yields him [Blacks] no true self-consciousness, but lets him see himself
through the revelation of the other world:'

Black people, in negating their living for the other, do not simply
substitute white self-consciousness with their own-that is. simply take
the place of the master-but move from one way of life to another,
instead of one life to another. This was crucial for Fanon, because the
role of the Black and colonial revolutions is not a perpetuation of the
old in ''Blackface:• but says, "No to the exploitation of man. No to the
butchery of what is most human in man: freedom:'"
The perils of domination are two-fold, striking with equal ferocity
at both the body and the mind of the persecuted and the oppressed.
The fact that Fanon understood this, both subjectively as a Black colonial
from Martinique, and philosophically through his mastery of Hegel's
Phenomenology of Mind-especially the section on "Lordship and
Bondage''-was to lay the foundation for a theory of revolution.
Because Fanon did not state, in so many words, "I reject bourgeois
" Frantz Fanon. Black Skin, White Masks !Grove Press. Evergreen Black Cat Edition.
New York, 19681. p. 222.
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society;• and because the language is existentialist, Black Skin, White
Masks was treated as if Fanon were a ''pupil" of Sartre. This was so,
not only at the time of its publication, 1952, but even as late as his last
work of genius, The Wretcl1ed of the Earth, 1961. In truth, a sharp
critique of Sartre was included right in Black Skin, White Masks, in
the section on "Orphee Nair;• the very preface Sartre had written to

introduce the writings of the Negritude school, Anthologie de la nouvelle
poesie negre et malgache.
In quoting Sartre's analysis of class as the "universal and abstract"
and race as the "concrete and partku1ar:' which led Sartre to the

conclusion ihat "n~gritudc appears as the minor term of a dialectical
progression;' Fanon writes: ''Orphfe Noir is a date in the intellectualization.
of the experience of being black. And Sartre's mistake was not only lu
seek the source of the source but in a certain sense to block thal
source ... he was reminding me that my blackness was only a minor
term. In all truth, in all truth I tell you, my shoulders slipped out of
the framework of the world, my feet could no longer feel the touch
of the ground" {pp. 134, 138).
Nor did Fanon, in that work which was a turning point in his
revolutionary self-development, disregard the class struggle and the
works of Marx. He chose as the frontispiece to ''By Way of Conclusion:'
the very last chapter of Black Skin, White Masks, a quote from Karl
Marx's The Eighteenth Brumaire:
The social revolution ... cannot draw its poetry {rom the past but only
from the future. It cannot begin with itself before it has stripped itself
of all its superstitions concerning the past. Earlier revolutions relied on
memories out o£ world history in order to drug themselves against their
own content. In order to find thi!ir own content. the revnlutions o£ the
nineteenth century have to let the dead bury the dead. Before, the
expression exceeded the content: now, the content exceeds the expression.

HE REVOLUTIONARY HUMANIST spirit that pervades
the whole of the book is seen in Marx's sentence that had
the greatest impact on Fanon: "In order to find their own content, the
revolutions of the nineteenth century have to let the dead bury the
dead:' The expression "let the dead bury the dead" was Hegel's
articulation of the passing of one epoch and the coming into existence
of nnother. For Fanon and for us today, that new world was the wret·
ched of the earth-the Third World. The transition to Fanon's work by
the same name (which, after all, is the very first sentence of "The
International") took another nine years and signalled Fanon's giving
up his French citizenship and his professional post at the Blida·Joinvi11e
19
Hospital for Algerian citizenship and revolutionary action.

T

See fanon's moving 1ener of rnisnalion from the Blida·Jninville Hospital, "Letter to
the Resid~nl Minister:· reprinted in the t'O'Ihumous collection of his political 6qys, lcttc:B.

at
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The Wretched of the Earth was to re-create the dialectics of
liberation for the colonial world as it emerged out of the actual struggle
of the African masses for freedom. Fanon saw the double rhythm of
the colonial revolutions reflected in both the destruction of the old and
the building of a totally new society. This was a break with all previous
ideas about the African Revolutions-especially the idea that the African
Revolutions had to first undergo a national bourgeois revolution before
they could go on to a socialist, humanist society.

It is with this crucial situation facing the revolutionary masses of
Southern African and Zimbabwe that Fanon's philosophy and

understanding of the colonial revolutions assumes a greater
concreteness for today than it may have had 17 years ago.
Fanon's commitment to the African masses, as the only real force
and reason that could bring about a true revolutionary change in Africa,
was total-and his analysis of African society, carried out in the very
practice of revolution, was a concrete revelation that the African masses
were the decisive element in African nationalism that could both
achieve the goals of nationalism and move beyond them to international
freedom. This concept was grounded in the specific historical existence
of the African masses, who, out of necessity, demanded the creation
of a dialectic of liberation.
Some have tried to reduce Fanon's creation of a dialectic of
liberation to his writings on violence. But Fanon's conception of
violence, within the context of decolonization, centered around what
in the subject's objectivity was more than an expression of alienation,
and was. as well a pathway to freedom.
When the Algerians dared to hit out against the barbarism of
C'olonial rule, the concept of the superiority of French culture showed
itself to be a dimension of racism by attributing the violence to the
"innate criminality" of the North African mind. Fanon showed the
concepts of Black alienation, of violence, and of emancipation, to be
historically determined phenomena.
Not only that. Violence was not just having arms. Fa non took issue
with what he thought Engels was saying on the theory of violence in
Anti·Diihring, when Engels slre~ that everything "depends on
production:· To Fanon, this sounded like "the leaders of reform ...
saying ... 'With what are )'OU going to fight the settlers? With your
knives?' "
Fannn's contention was that at no time can violence be separated
and notn on colonialism, publithtd by the tditor under the titlr 1bward the Arrican
Rr\lolullon 1Grove Press. Ntw York, 19671: "There comes a timt! when silence becomes
dishonoty .. The ckcision I havC' reach~ is I~wit I ,anooc ccnlinue to bear a respons.ibility
:tt no matter what cost. on tht! fal:w= prt!lext that there is nothing else to be done .. :·
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African National Congress
leader, Nelson Mandala,
arrested in 1962 arid sentenced
to life imprisonment on Robben
Island, is shown, aboWright, ashesppeared
before his arrest. At right, he sews clothes
at Robben Island prisOn. His release from
Polfsmoor. where he Is now confined.
became an International denJand In 1985.

from ideology and that, in fact, revolutionary ideology is t)le greatest
power. He then put the relationship of ideology to violence in its true
historic context:
It so happens that the liberation of colonial countries throws new
light on the subject. For example, we have seen that during the Spanish
campaign, which was a very genuine colonial war, Napoleon, in spite

of an army which reached in the offensives of the Spring of 1810 the huge
figure of 400,000 men, was forced to retreat. Yet the French army made
the whole of Europe tremble by its weapons of war ... Face to face with
the enormous potentials of the Napoleonic troops, the Spaniards, inspired
by an unshakeable national ardour. rediscovered the famous methods of
guerrilla warfare, which, 25 years before, the American militia had tried
out on the English forces."zo

Clearly, the violence that has a ''cathartic e££ect'!-which the
American New Left took to mean violence, in and for itself-meant,
to Fanon, the liberation struggle that is permeated with a philosophy
of liberation.
The South African resistance movement, too, had to deal with the
charge of violence, especially the leaders of a new organization,
Umkonto We Sizwe jThe Spear of the Nation), a new manifestation of
Black nationalism which appeared in 1961. Here is how one leader,
Nelson Mandela, responded at the Rivonia Trial, April 20, 1964:
I admit, immediately. that I was one of the persons who helped to
form Umkonto We Sizwe, and that I played o prominent role in its arrairs
untill was arrested in August 1962 ... But the violence which we chose
to adopt wa:; not terrorism_ .. 1 was the Secretary of the Conference and
• Frantz Fanon, The W~tchtd of the Earth !Grove Press. lh·erf}etn Black Cat Edilion,
New York. 1968),

p.

6-4
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undertook to be responsible for organizing the national stay·at·home
which was subsequently called to coincide with the declaration of the
Republic ...The African nationalism for which the ANC stands is the

concept of freedom and fulfillment for the African people in their own
land.21

N EVERY CASE, it was a question of the relationship
• of masses in revolt against armed oppressors, and not the
simplistic question of "violence" vs. "non-violence:·

History, to Fanon, was not just past events but history·in·lhe-making
by live men and women, peasant masses most of all. This activist·
thinker was, however, not just an Algerian revolutionary, but involved
in all of Black Africa. Here, too, he was not uncritical. At one and the
same time, he enthusiastically greeted each African revolution as it won
independence from imperialism, and criticized the separation of leaders
from masses after independence was won. Thus, he was to write:
History teaches us clearly that the battle against colonialism does not
run straight away along the lines of nationalism ... It so happens that the
unpreparedness of the educated classes, the lack of practical links between
them and the mass of the people, their laziness. and let it be said, their
cowardice at the decisive moment of the struggle, will give rise to tragic

mishaps (p. 148(.
Nothing, however, was to stem his over·riding concern-a global
concern-for fighting imperialism. This is what permeated his work
as an editor of the newspaper EJ Moudjahid, and his whole life in the
years 1956 to 1961, when leukemia struck him down at the age of 36.
Because he did have a global vision, he placed the African revolutions
in the context of his view of world revolution and the urgent need to
create a totally new kind of society. And yet what was to become a view
of world revolution as well as the manifesto of the Third World was
so concrete as to manifest worries of new fragmentations. Who today
doesn't recognize the pertinence of Fanon's warning that "what must
be avoided is the Ghana-Senegal tension, the Somalla·Ethiopia, the
Morocc~Mauritania, the Congo-Congo tensions .. :· Here is how Fanon
continued:
In reality lhP. cnk-nh~ states that have reached independence by the
political path seem to have no other concern than to find themselves a
real battlefield with wounds and d~truction. It is clear. however, that
this psyt:hological explanation, which appeals to :t hypothetical need for
release of pent-up aggressiveness, does not satisfy us. We must once again
come back to the Marxist formula The triumphant middle classes are
the most impetuous. the most enterprising. the most annexationist in the
r1 From Tbe Sun WW Rbe, edited by Mary lknson tlnternational Defeme and Aid Fund
ror SoutMrn Africa. l97bl.
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Patrice Lumumba organized the Congolese
national movement in 1958 and led his pea.
pie ro freedom from Beigium in June i960. He
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world !not for nothing did the French bourgeoisie
to fire and swonl.lu

or 1789 put Europe

Fanon's final decision-and only in part was il due to his terminal
illness-was not to write the book he had planned on the Algerian
Revolution, nor even to extend it only to African Revolutions, but to
develop a world view of masses in motion, uprooting the old order as
they created totally new human relations. He called it The Wretched
of the Earth .
. . . HE iviAIN FOCUS uf Tin~ ~\'it-i..:J~cd uf :.ic: Earth
A is in thre~ chapters dealing with "Spontaneity;• "National
Consciousness:• and "National Culture:· In these r:hapters Fanon is not
speaking as a psychiatrist, nor as an angry prophet demanding
retribution in blood for wrongs done, but as an activist-thinker acutely
aware that in the historical process of revolution there exists
simultaneously both revoluticm and counter·revolution.
The chapter on "Spontaneity: Its Strength and Weakness" analyzes
the conflict that exists between the self-activity of the colonial masses,
who would destroy colonialism root and branch, and the symbiotic
relationship between the national bourgeoisit: and the colonial power.
This is a great contribution to revolutionary theory, and it also represents
what is profoundly new in Fanon's ideas that sepaiates him from all
the other theorists of the African revolutions. The recognition of this
conflict between the leadership of the peasant masses of Africa is not
presented as an abstraction, but is directly related to Black leadership,
to rc-.·olutionary national leadership, to Black ruhurf".
u From notes of Fanon':;, 1960. included in Toward lhc African Rcvolulion, p. IH7.
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Fanon points out that there exists a time lag, a difference of rhythm,
between the national party and the masses of people. The rank and
file demand a total improvement of their lot, while the leadership seeks
to limit and to restrain. This is why the rank and file feel so cheated
after n prolonged struggle which has been declared victorious by the
leaders.
There is a built-in conservatism both wilhin the elitist native
intellectual class and the organizational forms that this class builds
within the colony to mobilize and bring pressures on the colonial
administration. The elitist intellectual leadership class, in spite of its
conflicts with the white colonial administration, is a privileged section
within colonialism.
The organizations that the elite build to combat colonialism-the
national party, the trade union, etc.-are copies of European institutions
which are unrelated to the struggle for freedom in the African colonies.
Yel, "the elite will attach a fundamental importance to organization,
so much so that the fetish of organization wHI often take precedence
over a reasoned study of colonial society. The notion of the party is
a notion imported from the mother country" (p. 108).
The importation and the mechanical application of the European
vanguard type of political party to a colonial political situation, for
Fanon, was a serious challenge to the success of the colonial revolution.
Th him, it mca.ul ihai the eiite nationai ieadership was completely
unaware of the indigenous organizational forms that the colonial masses
had developed in the course of the long struggle against their colonial
masters. Not only were the leaders not aware of these indigenous
organizations, they were even too lazy and indifferent to find out about
them. They simply brought in the European political party and
pr<lceeded to focus their organizing work solely around the skilled
workers and civil servants in the cities-a tiny portion of the colonial
population.
This type of organizational attitude on the part of the national
leadership was politicall}' retrogressive and Fanon opposed it vigorously
for obvious and concrete reasons.
The reality of the colonial world is that the overwhelming element
in the population is poor peasants who are brutally exploited, miserably
treated and starved by colonialism, which at the same timc- robs them
of their homeland. And, of all the cla!'l1.ses in the colonial world, it b;
the poor peasants who stand in direct confrontation to the government
and the white ruling class. Each day, every member of the poor
peasantry has to struggle to survive and fight in order to retain a scrap
of humanity. Tho, on numerous occasions lht! peasants have rebelled
against their colonial masters and suffered grievously for failure ::at the
hands of the colonial police and the military.
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1b Fanon, a disregard for the Black peasant masses, the only class
in the colonies which kept the national consciousness alive by direct
opposition to colonial exploitation, was tantamount to turning one's back
on the revolution.
If the national party did pay attention to the colonial masses, they
saw them as "blind inert tactical force: brute force, as it were' (p. 123},

around which the national parties tried to erect an a priori program.

This attitude of the national party, the elite leadership, to the peasant
masses, Fanon reasoned, is due to the dual nature of both the party
form and the leadership, where "the will to break colonialism is linked
to another quite different will; that of coming to a friendly agreement
with it" (p. 124}.
The new national bourgeoisie does not end its connection with

colonialism once independence is gained. The national middle class does
not repudiate its own nature, insofar as it is bourgeois, that is, insofar
as it is a tool of capitalism, nor does it make itseU the willing tool of
that revolutionary capital which is the people. The bourgeoisie of the
ex-colony is weak and dependent upon world capitalism and because
it has no link with the masses, it cannot throw off its colonial past, and,
to hide its weakness, it commits all sorts of chauvinistic acts and futile
militant gestures. When it nationalizes, or "Africanizes:• institutions,
Fanon says, it does so in the interest of its own privileges and not in
the interest of the masses. Fanon criticizes this type of nationalization
because it ends in rigid state control of consumer goods by the civil
servants. There is praise for the leaders everywhere, but there is also
widespread discontent among the masses: ''The party, instead of
welcoming ... the free flow of ideas from the people up to the
government, iorms a scrc:co, and forbids :;uch ideas" IP· lS~!

Never could what Fanon was talking about be better understood
than now. Here is how one West African describes the situation in
Nigeria today:
One thing that has been lacking in all the literature on Africa is the
sense of a class consciousness. One talks of "Africans." Nobody talks of
Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Ue-tung in the same breath, but somehow that
sort o£ distinction is 011-.·::ys mlssing in an analysis of Africa. Nigeria
deserves emphasis on account of its sheer size: one out of ~cry four
Africans is a Nigerian ancl. so. in that respect, what goes on in Nigeria
is of tremendous importance to what happens in other parts of Africa.
The Nigerian press just says there has been a demonstration in South
Africa and so many people were killed. There is never any mention of
what they are protesting about. The Nigerian government does not want
any aspect of a movement of a people against a ruling class brought up
because it couldn't stand much suutiny.
Someone wrote a letter to a Nigerian newspaper and said, "What is
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There are classes in Africa. And e\"ents in Africa will continue to
confuse, to befuddle, unless we face the fact that there are people in whose
interest it is that things remain just as they are ... At the moment there
is a new Constitution being debated in Nigeria. And right there in the
Constitution it says Nigeria is made up of so many tribes! There is a class
in Africa in whose interest it is that there should be tribes. What the
masses of Nigerians are talking about has absolutely nothing whatever
to do with tribes. They are talking about bread and butter issues. They
are talking nbout inflatiun, whid1 in Nigeria is running at about 40 percent.

And there is an enonnous gap in wages. So you really can't fuul U~e people
who are being oppressed about whether you have a DC\\' :;ociety. It is
the intellectuals who get fooled ...
What we have happening in Africa now is that there are changes
coming {rom below. It's been a long time- since imperialism was
overthrown. Very soon it wilt be 20 years since Nigeria got independence,
so the argument that we are being held back by the foreigners will soon
start to make no impression on the people. 1 think we are entering the
period where what will happen in Africa next will be mass- and class·
oriented. Maybe the revolution people have been talkng about will
actually begin to happen.

ANON'S DEVELOPMENT as a revolutionary thinker was
pail 1.1f a triangular relationship of Africa. tht: Caribbean
and France, which presented him with such deep contradictions at every
level of human relations that he confronted the limitations of a merely
psychiatric interpretation of subjectivity. He thus began his search
for a philosophy of human liberation that could match the total
transformation of society occurring in the Third World.

F

In the chapter on the "Pitfalls of National Consciousness" in The
Wretched of rile Earti1, Fanou ::.tui.t:s: "The pnrt'j leaders behave like
common sergeant-majors, frequently reminding the people of the need
for 'silence in the ranks: This part)" that used tiJ call itself the servant
of ... the people's will, as soon as the colonial power puts the country
into its control, hastens to send the people back to their caves" (p. 183).
Fanon hastens to say that this "treason" is social, rather than individual.
Although Fani)D paints a picture of the decrepit national bourgeoiS
party in ex-colonial countries, h~ was not pessimistic about the future
or the African Revolutions. There must be a theory or fL"\'Olution \\'edded
to the mass struggles for freedom and above all, the Black masses must
not be considered as muscle only, but as human beings with ideas.
Fanon's analysis or the "Nationalist ConSC'iousness" was a concrete
breakthrough on the retrogressi'le role of so-called vanguard leadershir
in our age, a scathing critique not only or African, but also or European
elitism.
He first reminded the Europeans that "not long ago NaziSm
transformed the whole of Europe into a veritable colony'· lP· 1011. He
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then showed that the two greatest events in 1956·57 were "Budapest
and Suez"; in the case of the first, it was a Humanist liberation struggle

against totalitarian Communism. and in the second, the Third World
opposition to Western imperialism.
Fanon made clear the necessity not to mimic Europe: "'lbday we
are present at the stasis of Europe. Comrades, let us flee from this
motionless movement where gradually dialectic is changing into the

logic of equilibrium. Let us reconsider the question of mankind" IP. 314).
By relating his analysis to the first wave of rc".'olutions in Africa.
Fanon bas shown that any leadership that does not spring out of, and

retain dependence upon, the self-activity and the self.·development of
mass activities for freedom, will ultimately find dependency upon
neo-colonialism.
When Fanon asked his African comrades to turn their backs on
Europe, he did not have alone the subject of racism in his mind. He
wanted them to flee from the "motionless movement of Europe where
gradually dialectic is changing into the logic of equilibrium'~where the
static forms of party, unions, laws and culture, conceal the true condition
of men and women and attempt to stultify the self-development of
humanity. "Thi~ new humanity cannot do otherwise than define a new
humanism both for itself and for others ... ~ational c.::onsciousncss,
which is not nationalism, is the only thing that will give us an intema·
tiona\ dimension ... For Europe, for ourselves, 3nd for humanity, com·
rades ... we must work out new concepts, and try to set afoot a new

man" IPP· 246-7, 316).

Fllnvn's interne.ti~Jnalism '"'not just rhetoric or an attempt to avoid
the question of racism. We must realize that Western imperialism has
taken all from Africa, and giv~n back nothing. African nations are still
producers of raw material for the world market.

The third crucial chapter in The Wretched of the Earth is on
"National Culture:· Why was Fanon so concerned with "National
Culture..? After all, culture is a natural thing; people live within a culture
~nd they build a culture out of various means and under different
conditions. We recognize this universal aspc:(;l of culture, but it w~s not
so universally recognized that under colonialism the cultures of the
colonial peoples are suppressed cultures, like the colonized people
lhemselves. And, that a foreign culture has been imposed in the place
of their former indigenous culture. It is in the relationship between these
two cultures that Fano:1 was seeking revolutionary dc,.·clopmenl.
African intellectuals, particularly those of Senega\, developed the
theory of "Negritude" as an answer to the European contention that
the Black world had no culture. They did a great deal of iutcllcctual
work in re-discovering Africa's rich cultural heritage. They also
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organized societies and set out with
great creative energy to educate
Europea1,1 intellectuals about
African art, African music, African
dance, and above all the African's
humanity.
OWEVER, IN THE
HARSH reality of the
H
colonial world, not only is this not

enough, but the leaders of what was
once revolutionary Negritude, like
Senghor, are actually carrying out
the Francophile imperialist policy.
So thoroughly disgusted was Fanon
with the leaders in power who had
been creators of the Negritude
theory, that he turned in utter
indignation against the very closest comrade, the greatest poet, the one
from whom he !corned both revolutionary Negritude and national struggle, Aime cesaire, when he became mayor and welcomed the Gaullist,
Malraux, to Martinique in 1958.
1b Fanon, culture without revolution lacks substance. He
maintained that culture must not be mere "folklore" of an "abstract
populism;• but something that had to validate itself through the struggle
for freedom.

Bringing to life the culture of an oppressed people is not just a
question of harking back tn hi5tnry, but lies in grasping the reality of
where that culture is today. U people are oppressed and impoverished,
their culture suffers inhibition and lack of creativity. Only through the
struggle for freedom v.ill that cultural resurgence take on meaningful
substance.
Ezekiel Mphahlele is quite eloquent on this point, and, in praise
of the American Blacks, he reminds us thut it is uol our "Negritude"
that will be brought to account during our struggles, but our "mastery
of the techniques for bringing down the white power structure that will
count. And, I insist, that this very struggle defines a culture ... Culture
and political struggles defme each other, and feed on each other, all
the way:•u
The question of culture, when it is the culture of revolution, is multidimensional; and sometimes what appears the least important becomes
the most important. This became especially true during the Soweto
u From the Introduction to the 1971 American edition of Down Second Avrnue
!Doubl'!'Jay, G"rr'Mt r.ity, N'.w Ynrk, 19'11!.
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revolt, when, seemingly out of nowhere, it became known that not only
were copies of Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth circulating among
the youth, but so were works by Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X.

As Sikose Mji, a 21·year-old South African woman, who was a
member of the Black Consciousness movement and participated in the
Soweto demonstrations put it: "We no longer feel isolated. As students
we read a lot, even books which are banned. I don't know how students
get these books, but we certainly have a lot, which we pass on to each
other. As a result, we are more and more aware thBt other people are
strugeline tnn1 And that otherpenple are with us. and we with them:•z•
In a word, it is not that there would have been no Soweto if they
had not read Fanon, King and Malcolm X. It is that their not feeling
isolated meant that the very ideas and revolts that they were engaged
in were evidently revolts and ideas that others were part of. We have

seen that to be true in every country of the world, whether it be U.S.A.,
Russia, China25 or elsewhere.

It is a two·way road. The internationalism of the struggle in the
U.S. certainly deepened with the struggles in South Africa and the
Caribbean, and with the thought of Frantz Fanon.

u From an interview published In Southern Africa, Dec. 1976.

u See Selt:if;m, PoliUcs and Revolutlt~n In Mao's China by Itaya Dunayevskaya
!Women's Uberation, News and Leiters, Detroit. 1977), especially the interview with the
Chinese refugee in Hong Kong. who speaks of the frustration and anger of the Chinese
students of Peking University when university officials blocked their aHempts to socialize
with the Alricau :.iudenb llml !cam hom them about the A£ric:an u:vulutiu1~
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Latino students and community residents march tl1rough the streets ol the South
Bron~ in New York in 1978. showing support tor the talleover ol HO$lOS
Community College and demanding the city halt education cutbacks.
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Pa..t IV
American Black Thought
RANTZ F ANON'S UNFLINCHING hostility to imperialism,
especially the global tentacles of the U.S.. didn't stop him
from recognizing the other America. In Black Skin, White Masks, he
credited the Black American with being the most militant, and in The
Wretched of the Earth, as we saw, he credited the American yeoman
farmers with having been the first guerrillas in their struggles against
British colonialism. Whether or not Frantz Fanon also knew that the
concepts of both nationalism anc.l Negdlude had their predecessors in
the 19th century's two-way road between American and African Black
thought, the point is that the great affinity of ideas does not come from

F

who was "first:• but from the masses in motion.
It is masses in motion which produced a triangular relationship of
ideas among Caribbean, African and U.S. Blacks, and which created
Ll1e fl!st AnH-lmP'?ri~li!'t T~aguP. in clirecl oppo.c;.ition to America's plunge
into imperialism with the Spanish-American War. The News & Letterb
publication, American Civili.t.ation on 'frial: Black. Masses as Vanguard,
sums this up precisely:
The 'psychology of jim Crowism' is its!£ the result, not the cause, of
monopoly capital extending its tentacles into the Caribbean and the Pacific
as it became transformed into imperialism, with the Spanish-American
War ... It was long building up. Latin America had known, ever since
1820, that while the Monroe Uoctrine could protect it from European
im'llsion, there was no such protection from American aggression for
which the Doctrine was designed.u.
The early Nyasaland revolt and Black America's relationship to it
are detailed in Independent African: "... in l 899 the Afro-American

Council ... demanded an end to lynching and the enforcement of the
14th and 15th Amendments. This was the year of the Spanish-American
War which gave the United Slates the Philippines: and DuBois and other
Negro intc1tt:cluals, together with a large section of the Negro press,
,. American Chilizathm un Trial: Black Maub as Vanguard tNews &t Letters.
Detroit, 196.1, 1970, 1983), p. 16.
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actively supported the recently formed Anti-Imperialist League .. :•21

W.E.B. DuBois, alone, was prescient enough to draw from this horrid
imperialist reality the generalization that the 20th century would be
the century of color. It is true that this remark of genius was
unfortunately burdened by his other theory that each nation had a
"talented tenth" and it was this Negro talented tenth that would bring
liberation. It is this other thesis that blinded him entirely to the greatness
of Marcus Garvey in inspiring no less than six million American Blacks
to join the Garvey movement. Indeed, DuBois was so ashamed of
Garvey's superficial trappings that he did not see the movement'~
revolutionary nationalist substance; he joined with those Black
intellectuals who asked for Garvey's deportation.

This did not stop other Black Americans (and West Indians and
South Africans} from not only seeing the revolutionary nature of
Garvey's movement, but aligning with the greatest revolution in world
history-the Russian Revolution-and its thought. At a Black-Red
Conference in Detroit in 1969, a young Black worker, in discussing the
gulf between masses and intellectuals in our day, said:
Back in 1920, when nationalism among Black people first took its
roots, the U.S. government tried to suppress the propagation of radical
ideas that the Russian Revolution, which h.:~.d just taken place three years
before, in 1917, had instilled in Black people in this country. Jlul 51llAil
groups of Black radicals retaliated to the government's attack by
publishing the fact that socialism stood for Black emancipation and that
the reformers in America couldn't do anything to better the conditions
of Black people. In the words of Claude McKay, a great Black poet of
that time, '1 think that Afro-Americans have found that Marx had been
interested and fought valiantly for Black emancipation'... That didn't
stop him from criticizing the underlying prejudices of white Communists
in America and telling about it to the Communist International. The Black
struggle in America was important to Lenin. The word 'nation' didn't mean
just a national group or a country that was being oppressed. It also
included minority groups within a given nation. He said il wasn't enough
to be for a revolution, you have to support national struggles that
developed along the lines of independent mass activity ... The question
is, can a genuine Marxism as practiced by both Marx and Lenin in their
time, be applied to our day'/21
~ACK THOUGHT, in post-World War I. U.S.A ..
-disclosed many tendencies-from A. Philip Randolph, who
n This quotation from an article by George P. Marks is cited in Independent Arrlcan
by George Shepperson and Thomas Price (University PrPS~. ;"..!inburgh, Scotland, 1958),
p. 101.
n Raymond McKoy in A Report on thr Black· Red Conference. Detroit. Mich.-jan.
12, 1969 (News & Letters, Detroit. 1969). Sec also Claude McKay's speech at the Fourth
Congress of the Communi~tlnl,.rnati(lnal. 1922. quot~ in American Civllbatfon on
Trial, p 21.
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both edited the Messenger and organized the Pullman workers; through
the Harlem Renaissance, which, though it maintained a division
between intellectuals and workers, did, nevertheless, develop Black
consciousness; to, at one and the same time, the massive Garvey
movement and the emergence of Black Marxists.

As in every revolutionary period, new forces arose. In 1925, long
before the Women's Liberation Movement of our day raised the
challenge to male leadership, Amy Garvey hurled this at the Black
leadership:
A race must be saved, a country must be redeemed. And unless you
strengthen the leadership of vacillating Negro men we will remain
marking time. We are tired of hearing Negro men say that a better day
is coming while they do nothing to usher in the day. We are becoming
so impatient that we are getting in the front ranks and serve notice on
the world that we will brush aside the halting, cowRrdly Negro men, and
with prayer on our lips and arms prepared for any fray, we will press
on and on until ..·ictory is ours. Mr. Black Man, watch your step
Strengthen your shaking knees and move £orward or we will displace
you:•zt

It is true that at the next great divide also-the Depression and the
creation of the CIO-W.E.B. DuBois kept himself far away from labor.
But he continued his profound scholarship. 1b this day, his Black
Reconstruction is the only true history of the Reconstruction period
and the gn~at ("('lntrib~1tion" of the freed Negroes following the Civil War.30
It is only in our age, especially in 1955 with the emergence of the
Montgomery Bus Boycott, that a leader arose that at least recognized
that it was not he who created the movement, but the movement that
created him. Martin Luther King, Jr. became the most prominent leader
to articulate and to sense the power that resided in Black mass action
in breaking down the walls of segregation and discrimination. The
fundamental separatiQn be\WPPn King and the older Civil Rights
organizations was just this recognition of masses in action as power.
It was this and not the discovery of a "new and powerful weapon, non·
violent resistance" that made him a leader.
~ From th~ F.ditnrial

in Nl'gm Wurld, Oct. 24. 19~5. reprinted in Black Wunnm in
White America: A Documentary History. edited by Gerda Lerner jRandom House.
New York. 19iZ).
Jo The irony is UIJ.I. by 1944, the Black. iutellectuals' analyses of what wa:~o the truth of
both the Black cuJu..litiun 1tm.l Dl.t...:.h. thought w.n suburdin;nc<l to the analpb ~puu~
by Gunnar Myrdal. the Swedi.'loh sociologist, in his American Dilemma. All one has
to do to :t.ee the depth of Black thought and the shallowneu of white intellectual thought
is to examine the actual writings by DuBois Bnnche, and Redding. deposited with the
~ch<:'mt-mg ('nll ..... tion. :~n.-1 rnmrarP tht'm with the ''Method('IIOIIical Note on Valuatiuus
ttnd tv-lief!!." that Mynlal I.UO!>trucletl. Set' al~ R.lya Ounayevskara's cntiquc. "Nq;ro
Intellectuals in Dilemma." written in 1944 and reprinll'tl in Nrws& Utters, Feb. 1%1.
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The older Civil Rights organizations, like the NAACP and the Urban
League, had become highly specialized organizations with highly skilled
staffs concentrating their efforts in the courts and lobbying in Congress

to attain better treatment for Black people. The restrictive nature of
the operation of these organizations didn't allow for any mass
participation or creativity in the struggles for liberation. In contrast to
the "club character" of the NAACP. King could write in 1956 of how
42,000 Black people in the Old South organized a sirike, the
Montgomery Bus Boycott, against segregated bu~cs and usht!red in the
Black Revolution of the 1960s.
King dealt with the c£ficacy of non-violent rcsistan~e as his main
theme. But listen to what one Civil Rights activist. \\'ho had put his
Ji£e on the line in the 1960s said:
The thou~nds that were in the streets in Birmingham created a
crmfmn!a!i;,n th:J! meam battle to the death between two ah~.olutcly
opvosing y,ays of Jiving and thinking. Yes, they wanted to kill us. And
non·vio!encc is a myth. flow the hell do they think we survived in the
string oi Freedom Houses scatterer:l at·ross the entire South, often with
onr fi1•lrl workt>r J.O nr ~0 milr.-; from anotht•r? We werf'" armrd. Or thf'
pt'flple in who!le ho:-!WS we ~tnyerl were. And when the KKK came around
and shot into tho..' house at night. we shot back at their Cdf.S. Even when
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it wasn't a question of shooting back, either because you had no gun or
because of 'orders: you knew that the opening of the freedom campaign
in a town meant a declaration of war with its racist rulers.

But King did know how to listen to the voices from below and

therefore was able to represent them in a boycott that lasted 382 long
days, during which the movement was in mass assembly three times
a week, daily organized its own transportation, and moved from a
struggle against segregated buses to a demand for hiring Black bus
drivers-and won on both counts.

Over the next decade, King was actively involved throughout the
South. He also tried to give philosophical expression to the struggle
against segregation. In his famous "Letter from a Birmingham Jail" to
the white clergymen who objected to "illegal acts:• King wrote: "We
should never forget that everything Adolf Hitler did in Germany was
'legal' and everything that the Hungarian freedom fighters did in
Hungary was 'iUegal:" "Segregation, to use the terminology of the
Jewish philosopher Martin Buber, substitutes an 'l·it' relationship for
the '!·thou' relationship and ends up relegating persons to the status
of things:•
King's "Letter from a Birmingham Jail" cerlaiuly represented his
high point in the first phase of the Civil Rights Movement. He had
caught the mass self-activity, the masses' determination to be free, as
the key to overcoming segregation. It was not the legalisms of
segregation and desegregation, but masses as Reason, that would
establish something entirely new.
--WHEN THE STRUGGLE moved to the North, the civil
'W!f dizobedii!iite tcldic:; fur u iunch counter was not the
issue. The right to shop and eat was not the question, but the right to
a job. It was then that the Black population moved to expand their
struggle beyond civil disobedience with Watts 1965, followed by
Newark, Buffalo, Atlanta, Chicago and many others over the hot
.summers, and finally Detroit, 1967. King did not know how to respond
to those voices.
The challenge was not alone to "whit~y;· but to Black leadership,
Black thought, to reorganize itself and face what the Black masses were
acting out-that this system had to be destroyed, root and branch. It
was during this period that King's separation from the mass movement
was most pronounced. Where the Black masses had accepted non·
violen""!! as a tactic on their way to total liberation, they-because the
issue was total liberation, not non·violence vs. violence-were willing
to risk all in taking their struggle in a new direction.
1\vo developments wedded King back to the movement-the
Vietnam War and lhe emergence of labor, Black labor. The Vietnam
War was a lesting ground for many. For while youlh, it meant the mass
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activity against U.S. imperialism for a full generation. But it was mass
activily whose radical seeds were planted in the Civil Rights Movement

of the early 1960s. When Vietnam became "the question," many white
radicals dropped completely out of the Civil Rights Movement to he
where they felt "the action" was. As a result, some of the Black-white

unity m ner;es.sary for a radical transformation of this society was lost
by the casual way so many white radicals dropped out of the Black
struggle. The lack of white student response to the killings at all-Black
Jackson State right after the mass outpouring against Nixon's bombing
of Cambodia and the killings of protesting students at Kent State
University was a most concrete manifestation of this separation.

The Black youth on the other hand did not make a separation
between Black liberation and anti-war. Their answer was articulated
by Carmichael's "Hell no! We won't go!" And at the same time they
continued the question of Black power in all phases of their livesirom the campus, to jobs, to those urban revolts.
For King, too. Vietnam became a test, one in which he spoke out
against the war and thus articulated what the Black masses were
doing-our liberation fight is at home, not with American imperialism
abroad.
Black labor was also on the move. The particular here for King was
the sanitation workers on strike in Memphis. King chose to align with
their struggle. At the same time, he was planning a march of all the
poor, employed and underemployed, Black, Brown, Native American
and white-the Poor People's March-which would as well coincide
with the anti-Vietnam War protesl'\. It was at this point that on April
4, 1968, he was gunned down.
1968 was a turning point in more than the Civil Rights movement,
or the anti-Vietnam War movement. The murder of Rev. King was
tragedy enough. and yet we seemed still to be at the height of the
movement both nationally and internationally. The global highpoint,
after all, was Paris, May 1968. It was first then that a great youth
movement gained the support of no less than ten million workers, and
made everyone think that we would finally both stop the Vietnam War
and end the whole capitalistic, racist, sexist, imperialist system.

It is true that 1968 so shook the system to its foundations that the
capitalists have never forgotten it, to this day. But the truth is that the
lesson for the movement was that activism, activism, activism, while
leaving theory to he caught "en route:· simply will not do. It is this
recognition that there must somehow be a new relationship of theory
to practice that characterizes the 1970s, but gives the rulers and their
ideolo~es the illusion of QUiP~cocence. It is within this context that we
need tO take a second look. at the new young Black leaders who arose
in the 1960s and ask why, though not bound by any theory of non-
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violence, they did not achieve any more, and were further removed
from the masses than King was.

For one thing, they had no respect for the masses. Stokely
Carmichael when he raised the slogan "Black Power," was responding
to a new stage in mass consciousness. But both Carmichael and SNCC
were to remain elitist in their relationship to the Black masses. SNCC
never became more than an organization of organizers.
Secondly, though the new young leaders considered themselves

more internationalist than King, the truth is that it was the Montgomery
Bus Boycott which found an immediate, intense response with Black

South Africans, who launched a bus boycott of their own. On the other
hand, the most well-known young leaders were everywhere but where
the uprisings were taking place, as they reached the high-point of the
Detroit rebellion. When the Black rebellions were on the verge of
burning every American city, making it impossible for the capitalist
economy to function, Carmichael was in Cuba praising the "socialist
successes" of Castro.
Since then. Carmichael has been to Africa to see Nkrurnah after
his removal from power, in Ghana, and now in the '70s, Carmichael
has come back with his All African People's Revolutionary Party, which
proposes the total abandonment of any idea of serious mass action for
African-Americans. He has subordinated ideologically the entire
question of African-American liberation to the achievement of Mrican
socialism. For him the question facing Black liberation in the U.S. is
the liberation and unification of Africa under "scientific socialism:· But
he: uev.:r bothered to question what hc:lppened to his leader Nkrumah
and his call for Pan·Africanism except to say "neo-colonialism:•
- -ALCOLM X GAINP,D a reput:~tion J.S the d.ugry young

&YA man of the Black Revolt. Th this day, his great appeal

is that he was a northern city Black man, addressing himself, to use
his own words, "to the grass roots out there in the streets:• He was
not a part of the middle class Blacks who were leading the Movement,
but he was the representative of urban northern Blacks, who cared little
for the non·violent philosophy which was dominant in the Civil Rights
movement, and who saw the goals of desegregation as a maneuver to
stave off the real revolution. He spoke the language and the thoughts
of the disinherited urban Black people that could not be articul•ted by
any other prominent Black le~.tder.

Malcolm X's rhetoric was the rhetoric of the class differences that

exist between the Black masses and the Black leadership. In his speeches
this was ii reality of the movement, and he sought to illustrate these
differences by drawing the analogy of the "house Negro" who had the
thoughts and feelings of the master. He used the collective pronoun
"we," when talking about himself and the other one, the "fit-ld Nt-grn."
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who wanted to see the master's
house burnt to the ground and the
master dead.
Malcolm pinned the quality of
"house Negro" onto the official
Black leadership, with the warning
to his audience that such leadership

only desires a "Negro revolution
and not a Black revolution~· In
projecting this idea, Malcolm's
language was colorful and often
derisive, but it wasn't fantasy-it
made a lot of sense to urban Blacks

and exposed the fundamental lack
of a philosophy of change which
prevented the Civil Rights
movement from advancing beyond
integration and voting rights toward

a real revolution.
It was the mass action of Black America that caused Malcolm to
tum his back on the Black Muslim's mystification and retreat from the
Black 1'rhellion. He reluctantly left the folds of the Black Muslims when
he began to reject capitalist institutions along with the iaise idea oi the
total separation of Blacks in white America. It was at this point, in 1965,

that he, too. was felled.
'Ibday, in the 1970s, we are witness to such separation of Black
intellectuals from Black masses that there are no recognized national
leaders. We are witnessing the maneuverings of Left Black intellecluals
in the absence of any philosophy of revolutbn. There are some, like
Baraka and Sadauki, who have some roots among Black workers and
claim to be looking for theory-what Baraka calls an "ideology with
three cutting edges-from nationalism to Pan-Africanism to socialism:·
But that view does not base itself either on the self-activity of the Black
movement as it has developed over the past two decades, or on the
socialism of Marx as he developed it both in relation to the Black
Dimension in his day, and as separated from "vulgar communism"
which had sought revolutionary change merely in the abolition of
private property.3 1
Rather, there is an atlraction to various types of vanguardism, most
especially Maoism, which they think is a short-cut to a new society.
n See Mar:~ism ond Freedom by Raya Ounayevskaya tHnmanilies Press. New Jency,
19821. esp«ially Chapter V, "The Impact ot the Civil War in the Unitt·d States on the
Structure of Capital:' and Chaptt!r Ill. "A New Humoni~m: Marx's Early Economic·
Philosophic Writings:·.
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One would think that Mads alignment with South Mrica against Angola,
an alignment which remains unchanged in post-Mao China, would have
been enough. But Maoism is still in vogue among many Black
intellectuals. That is not true among the Black masses. Even if we only
look at fads, like Mao jackets, that swept the intellectual community
here and in Europe, the fact is that it never caught on in the Black
community. And in the movie Car Wash, the unforgettable scene was
when the young Black Muslim turns on the son of the car wash owner,
who, complete with Mao shirt, has been agitating among the workers
and spouting quotations from Chairman Mao about the revolution. The
young Black worker says, "When the revolution comes, we'll be running
the place and you'll be washing the cars, and you can sing 'We Shall
Overcon1e' in Chinese:• Whereupon, he grabs the Little Red Book and
throws it into the car wash.
This may not be a rejection of Mao's Thought as thought, but it
is a fact that the Black ·~~asses could never be deluded that Maoism
was synonymous with liberation, once the Sino-Soviet conflict led China
to make its priority one and one thing only-anti·Russia-and thereby
brought it close to apartheid South Africa in opposition to the MPLA's
liberation struggle in Angola.
been much enamoured
of Communism. Even at the very high point of support
N
for Angela Davis and opposition to U.S. imperialism which was trying
OR HAVE THE BLACK MASSES

to railroad her to jail, the support was by no means uncritical. A Black
production worker with long experience in both the labor movement
and the freedom struggles put tt this way:
Some younger Blacks see in Angela Davis a martyr, and support her
beliefs. They have no experience with the Communist Party in the 1940s

and before. They only say that the Party went all out to support Angela.
But if you ttdk to some older Blacks. they remember only too well the
betrayal of the Black struggle in this country by the Communist Party
during World War ll. They remember how the Party betrayed the 'Double
V' movement, and the March on Washington that brought into being the
fair Employment Practices Committee. They also saw the Communist
Party crush the Hungarian workers' revolt ... Angela stated that she will
work to free political prisoners all over the world. She could begin in
Russia, where there are more political prisoners than in any other country
in the world ... One can understand the support people have had in this
country for Angela because she was a political victim, and a Black WOID41l,
but that is where much of the sympathy ends.
What is distinctive about the 1970s is that the absence of any
accepted national leader, far from signalling a theoretic void. signals
that there are new beginnings in the movement from below to work
out a totally new relationship of theory to practice. Listen to these
voices:
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• A YOUNG BLACK STUDENT from Michigan State University, in

a review of Stokely Speaks: Black lbwer Back to Pan-Africanism, by
Stokely Carmichael, wrote:
Blacks had asked Stokely why he was 'going away when we need him most
over here: They asked him 'what does that (Mrica} have to do with us when
Harlem is on fire over here.' And one sister spoke fnr many when she asked
if he 'had gone over to Africa and found another cause: This book is an at·
tempt to answer these questions. However, Stokely succeeds in doing the ex·

ti

act opposite. The trail follows a Black intellectual from Mississippi and Black
America to Guinea and Osagyefo Nkrumah's anns.
The crucialness of historical movements is completely separated from
Stokely's talks, so much that he is removed from actual mass events on the
historical stage. One speech, for instance, 'Dialectics of Liberation,' was given
in England at the very moment Detroit and Newark burst forth with voices
of revolt. Far from labeling Carmichael as an omniscient prophet, the fact that
the Blacks did this without cue from Carmichael and other 'leaders' gives the
lie to Carmichael's 'dialectics' which is a 'program' for revolt. Mter this great
mass-activity, Carmichael rose to take credit, but not until Black people asked
him, 'where were you, when we did our thing?'

... Pan·Africanism is an umbrella that Stokely Carmichael seizes for shelter
from the 'storms of Black America' where unemployment, racism, and protest
are rampant. Thus, Stokely Speaks but is anybody listening? "

e A YOUNG AUTO WORKER IN DETROIT.
The need for workers controlling production is a daily demand in my shop.
One woman hAd tn wt:~rk with ~ brok~n hand although the ~mp~y ::!c=:::tc:
excused her from work. Metal shop workers never see a day go by without
someone getting gashed. A worker forced to do poor work because of speedup
was di5Ciplined without protest from the union representative. Every worker
knows exactly what problems he or she face~ due to production, at work and
at home.

M

At the factory where I work, Maoists represent the old left. During recent
contract negotiations, you could see how the Maoist factions and union
bureaucrats are similar. Neither wanted to hear the ideas of the workers. They
always speak 'for' the workers.
'like the Women's Liberation Movement. One article in a Maoist paper said
that only after successful struggle by the proletariat can women be liberated.
This 'strategy' is in spite of the fact that working women everywhere are
demanding fr~om by not separating their oppression as workers and as
women.

The Maoists ask you to come to their rallies, read their literature and ask
them questions, even to wildcat. They esk you for everything except your ideas.
They would have you believe they could negotiate a 'better' contract with the
capitalists. and that their Party rather than the Democratic party needs to control
the union. But why not rank·and·file control of the union? If workers gained
control of production they would replace the union and the party with the
workefl' own organizations. w
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Black and Puerto Rican construction worlcetS join forces to
for expansion of affinnative action.

e A YOUNG BLACK LAUNDRY WORKER AND FEMINIST, invited
to speak at a celebration of International Women's Day in 1978, said:
Iii

In my opinion, we need a new direction today. The women's movement is

at a critical stage. There are many forces of counter-revolution fighting to keep
women 'in their pla~s.· At the same time, the women's movement has develop<.-d
a schism within itsel£.

I parttctpated this year in the National Alliance ol Black Feminists, that
gears their membership around professional women. They have totally separated
themselves from working women and welfare mothers. They have become so
narrow·minded by thinking that the answer is to become an integral part of
this society, that it limits their capacities to express their ideas on what feminism
means.
I was also involved in supporting the women who were on strike from Essex
Wire Co. in Indiana. They organized themselves to keep going for over a year.
The company fired them, beat them, and shot them. The union sold them down
the river. The strikers asked us to picket the UAW Solidarity House aod we
called NOW and other groups, but they didn't come. To me. it's a question of
whether you are part o£ 'bourgeois feminism' or 'revolutionary feminism:
Rut even among those who say they are revolutionary, there are many left
groups who try lo convince women to wait until 'after' the revolution to begin
to £ight fur their freedom. They have gotten so far away from workers' think·
ing and from genuine revolutionary theory, that nothing can help them. It is
up to those who do see workers as thinkers, women as thinkers.
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Women's Liberation has reached a new and powerful stage in the movement
today. That is why the opposition is so vicious. But is has also reached a new
stage in thought. Seeing 'Women as Reason' strips the fetishism off of women
as commocUties. It is the only way that sexism can be destroyed. "

e A STUDENT, active in the occupation of the '500' building for Hostos
College in New York City, wrote of it:

• The Hostos occupation shows that students are moving to use the campus
themselves, not only as vehicles of protest, but also for the self-organization

of their education.
The spirit of the occupation must be seen to be believed. The students are
confidomt they car. hultllhe builtling, and are even talking about building a
gym in the lot outside '500' during the summer. Community support i:t!> su
extensive that they have enough food donated to open a cafeteria. Students from
Bronx Community, Brooklyn, Hunter and Lehman Colleges-most of them from
Latino or Black groups-have also come to give support.
The range of discussions reOects the range of people taking part in the
occupation: one student arrested in the take-over of the Statue of Liberty this
year; another who works with the committee to Free the Four Puerto Rican
Nationalists; a recently graduated student who had intended to leave for Puerto
Rico but now will stay to participate in the struggle; and participants in the
struggle to save nearby Lincoln Hospital.
The power of the struggle is just too immense for the police to make any
moves right away, and the students and Supporting faculty will continue to
transform the deserted building into a coUege under their own collective control.
Whether or not the struggle at Hostos does spread, the power of thi!i occupation
shows that what happens to this school is a focal point for all oppressions and
grievances lelt by the students and community in this area. ...,

e AND

BLACK PRISONERS,

who have become some of the

mo~t

prolific and probing of writers, penned the following:
" They arc building up this place to really be a concentration camp; it's not
even conceivable in the minds of a free country or people, that this camp is
really a part of the state of lllinois. They attempt to contaminate the resident
body here with the sick disease of hate-Would you believe that the prison
officials have almost what we can call a Black Hou..~ and a White House? It's
like this camp has returned to the old laws of 1850.
I had a while £riend here with me just a few months ago; he was forced
to transfer over to the so-called good house, nerd less to say the almost all-white
house. All this was just because I am Black and he is white. It's as open here
as night and day; the prison officials w111 do all that they can to keep Black
and white £rom reaching any type of understanding here behind the walls o£
this slave camp.
-Illinois Prisoner
Since the incarceration I have becCime politically uware toward our
international conflict and our constant struggle £or decolonization here in
America. There are Third World people who have no !!mployment. no homes
or food or clothing. I am a poor Black currentl)• locked up in the hole making
35t a day, five days a week, and trying learn all he can about his people and
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other people's liberation movements
and struggles -1\!nnsylvania Prisoner

I am a prisoner (female! and I am
writing to ask you if you could send me
some books. Others will be able to share
them. If I was to tell you all I have

learned, seen and experienced here it
would fill at least ten books; I wouldn't
be able to find an envelope big enough
to hold the information I could send you
on these supposed·lo·be rehabilitation
concentration camps.

I feel I am a political prisoner and
a revolutionary, an activist and a

socialist. They will never have my mind,
nor will they have my thoughts,
womanhood, belief, rights of pride or
dignity or how 1 feel about the people.
1 will fight this system and capitalism
until the day I die. -Ohio Prisoner
I am aware of the cold murder of Steve Biko. Things are not that much
different here in this racist U.S.A., for we must struggle each day that passes
to maintain our sense of purpose ... It is a daily move here by the so-called
'of£icers of the peace' to display their sick racism and discrimination to keep
us fighting each other, whlle they stand aside with that sick smile on their faces.
My keeper so much desires that the bitterness created by the conditions
of this heU wiU hurt us and destroy our souls; then the enemy can claim another
victory. 1 will always feel pain in my soul, but I will continue to refuse to aUow
the fires of hell to break me and cripple my mind. lam reading and opening
a new awareness in my mind that will enable me to move with
understanding and not confusion. "
-Washington Prisoner

•
Some of the theses that young Blacks are writing open new avenues
entirely. 'Thke an Eritrean student our attention was drawn to who is
writing a work on Fanon and the early 20th century Italian
revolutionary, Gramsci. It isn't that those two thinkers were
contemporaries either in time or subject. But so passionate is the search
for philosophy a.1d so adamant is the youth to try to fmd theory
separated from the single-party state, that an affmity of ideas is seen
in the view of workers' councils rather than party, in philosophy rather
than just "political manifestos." So deep is the view that what comes
from all sorts of new forces of revolution-be they peasants, women,
youth-that the supposedly quiescent '70s see new beginnings in discontinuity that is continuity with Marxism, but for our day, rather than
for "orthOdoxy" which had become icon-worship.
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ET US DRAW THE STRANDS together. American Black

thought as it moves lo touch lhc 1980s has the richest of
historical and global experiences to draw upon. With the great French
Revolution which signalled the end of the ancien rigime and gave birth
to a new age of revolutions, came the Haitian Revolution.
In American Civilization on 'ltial, we have shown that the Black
dimension has, since the beginning of the importation of slave labor
from Africa, been the touchstone of American civilization, challenging
American capitalism and putting to the test all movements to change
social relations in America.
In the 19th century, the greatness of the Abolitionist Movement,
Black and white, led both to the Civil War and to Marx. He not only
created the International Workingmen's Association of British workers
who held mass demonstrations to prevent the English ruling class from
intervening on the side of the South, but changed the structure of his
greatest work, Capital, under the impact of the Civil War and the
struggle for the shortening of the working day that followed it.
The 20th century began with the Russian Revolution, and its
promise of new human relations; that revolution retrogressed mid·
stream, but our generation has seen that promise become global with
the revolutionary emergence of the Afro-Asian, Latin American world
striving to unite color and class.
It wasn't only that Lenin, in writing on the self.dctcrminaUuu of
nations, singled out the Negroes in America as part of his thesis. It was,
as we saw, the actual relationship to what was later to be called the
Third World that became key.

The concreteness of Marx's understanding of the American
revolutionary process unfolds at every stage of social crisis in this
country. Whether it was the industrial unions being born, or the
emergence of a Women's Liberation movement, or the activity of antiwar youth-all have had the Black movement for liberation act as
catalyst.
And yet, both within much of the Marxist movement and wilbin
much of the thought of Black intellectuals, there has been a neglect
or abuse of this Marxist dialectical concept. The significance of the
historical nature of the Black fight against capitalist racism has never
been grasped by the established "Marxist" parties in the U.S., i.e., the
Communist, 'Ii'otskyist and Maoist parties. They have given a lot of lip
service in the fight against racism, but as a matter or political policy,
Black Liberation has been jettisoned or submerged when it does not
rnc=t;;:-~heir political necessities.

Claude McKay, the American Black Marxist, had to sharply take
issue with the U.S. Communists who dismissed Garveyism as mere
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fakery, instead of seeing it as an expression of a great Black nationalism
which Marxists had to see as integral to nny American Revolution. The
Communist Party has never acknowledged its contradiction when it
attempted to submerge Black liberation struggles into the interests of
U.S. and Russian imperialism during the Second World War.
HE THIRD WORLD THAT BURST onto the historic stage
after World War II is not alone geographic or only of color,
but is human forces and ideas of freedom, independent of all state
powers and all ideologies which do not release but ensnare the drive
for liberation. Nor is it only the magnificent spectacle of so many African
countries gaining their independence. ll is the new inter-relationship
of the African and European revolutions, as witness the Portuguese
revolution that started in Angola.

T

Just as it was the actual human contact between Portuguese soldiers
and Angolan guerrillas that helped inspire the Portuguese revolution,
it is the exchange of ideas today between the Angolan and Mozambican
revolutionaries and the Soweto youth that is helping to sustain the
crescendo of the South African revolt. For the Black masses of southern
Africa, Angola and Mozambique have meant a renewed confidence in
their own self-bringing forth of freedom, and a determination to settle
for total freedom and nothing less.
It is alw.:tys easier to recognize a new !;\age of revolt than a new
stage of cognition, especially when the movement from practice is first
striving to rid itself of what the great English poet William Blake, in
the age of revolutions-American, French, industrial, political, social,
intellectual-had called "mind-forged manacles:•

In our age, the period of the East European Revolutions as they first
began in the mid 1950s brought Marx's Humanism onto the historic
stage. It was also the period of the first African Revolutions. On the
basis of these movements from below, Fanon was the first to work out
a total philosophy of liberation lor the Third World that would inter·
relate to world revolution...!'a new humanism~· As Marxist-Humanists
in the U.S. who oppose world capitalist-imperialism in all its forms, be
that state capitalism calling itself "Communism;• or so-called private
capitalism calling itself "democracy;' we have always fought those who
would subordinate Black Liberation to the needs and political ambitions
of either pole of world capitalism-the U.S. or Russia.
What has distinguished Marxist-Humanists from all other "Marxist"
groups has been the recognition not only of the autonomy of Black
liberation movements, but of Black masses as vanguard of the American

Revolution.
Marxist-Humanists, as organization, as body of thought, as activists,
have never developed separately from the Black masses in motion. What
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makes the unity of Marx's new cc.ntinent of thought and the Black
liberation movement so imperative is that this nuclear world is poised
on the brink of absolute destruction. To meet the challenge of the
objective situation and the human passion for freedom that is so evident
in the Black dimension, this capitalist-imperialist. exploitative, racist,
sexist society must be uprooted. To have revolutionary ground for totally
new human relations to hf> e!;tahlished, we need to work out a totally
new relationship of theory to practice. Frantz Fanon, Soweto and
American Black Thought is our contribution toward that end. We wish
to unite it with yours as readers, activists, thinkers.

Last pholograp<~ of Karl Mane, taken in Algiers,
North Africa in 1882.
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Critique of
Negritude*
by

Rene Depestre

is
where
HAimethecesaire
adventures of negritude, because ours is the land
AITI TODAY

where, as

the country

one can most trace

has said, "it took its stand for the first time,"

and where it is now the ideology which feeds the most monstrous
tyranny in contemporary history. That's why a critical examination of
the concept of negritude, in the light of the horrible Haitian experience,
can have an efficacious significance for all oppressed blacks. We know
that all ideology, in~far as it repre~nts somPthing rPal anrl pur!;.ues
certain objectives, has a tendency to give to the particular aspirations
of one class an imaginary value. Marx called mystification such a
process of deformation of reality.
In Haiti, pseudo-sociologists such as Francois Duvalier, studying
the role of negritude in our national history always consider the concept
as a thing in itself, rather than analyzing it in its relations with the true
history of social connections. By separating the racial question from
the economic and social development of Haiti, and assigning it an
absolute character, by making it mythic, they have debased Haitian
history by a chaotic succession of merely ethnic conflicts betwee-n
mulattoes and blacks ... In the Haitian case, the racial question, far
[rom being the determining factor in the development of Haitian society,
is merely the mystifying form which, in the consciousness of two
aristocratic rivals, serves to hide real interests and momentums from
the class struggle.
Nonetheless, this racial question is a very important social reality
in the history of Haiti. We know that Marx, by way of denying that
&piritual dogmas had a decisive role in the historic process of determined
• Excerpts !rom a :speed; dcli'icrcd by tho: ll.;itian poet, Rene Ikpeslrc, to the
'n'icontinental Congress in Havana in 1968.
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societies, nevertheless believed that as social realities they could affect
the general course of history ... Since 1946, U1e Haitian society has been
the prey of general crisis, fundamentally due to the economic
domination of the United States over the country, with color questions
once again occupying the foremost ideologic and political place, but
only in order to cover up the real content of the class struggle. Black
middle-elassers like Duvalier, who since 1946 has been allied to the
black landlords end the mulatto "compradores:• control political power,
demogogically helping themselves to big notions of "negritude" and
pretending to the black masses that it's they who are in power and that
the "Duvalierist revolution" is a sparkling victory for negritude.
The awful Duvalier dictatorship has made the Haitians change the
image that they've had of themselves ... In their eyes, Haiti has stopped
being congealed into the mythic figure that has been patiently printed
in the consciousness of every Haitian since schooldays: Haiti, fust black
republic of modem times, mythic fatherland of the black men, cradle
and paradise of negritude! Haitians have discovered through unheard·
of sufferings that, in a semi-colonial system, the power that should be
spread among black, white, mulatto or Indian hands, remains invariably
an instrument for ferocious dehumanization, in terms of man and his
social end cultural setting ... Haitians behold blacks end mulattoes,
tyrants, criminals without shame, obscurantists, Nazis, tonton-macoutes,
because in fact ihey are wiihout any individuating essence, they're as
middleclass as the rest and at the moment of terrorist dictatorship in
the capital, they are as capable of crimes as horrible as those Hitler
committed in yesterday's concentration camps or those the yankees of
the Pentagon perpetuate today in the two Vietnams.
Naturally, the tyranny of Duvalier offers a monstrous caricature
of negritude, and it's not necessary to conclude ... that such a twisted
rationale is fatally open to an enterprise involving the annihilation of
the human condition. Socialism is a doctrine of the liberation of man,
but national-socialism was an instrument for his extermination ...
1bday the black bourgeoisie, who possess neo·colonialist privileges of
intrigues and violences in Africa and America, have prematurely seized
upon the concept of negritude as an ideologic weapon because they
justly know that ... this concept has powerfully expressed the double
character of alienation among oppressed blacks. So this concept, for
a given moment in the story of decolonization, became the affective
reply of the black man, exploited and humiliated end facing the global
contempt of the white colonist.
Thus, negritude, in the best sense of the word, was the cultural
operation by which the black intellectuals of Mrica and the two
Americas recognized the validity and originality of negro-African
cultures, the aesthetic value of tl1e black race, and the capacity for
respective peoples to exercise the right to historical initiatives that
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colonization had completely suppressed. Negritude, in its most authentic
sense, was at the outset lin the poetry of cesnire, for example! the
influence upon consciousness of the fact that the proletarian black is
doubly alienated: alienated on the one hand {like the proletarian white!
by being endowed with a work-power that is sold on the capitalist
market; and alienated on the other hand by having a black pigmentation,
alienated, that is, in his epidermal singularity. Negritude was the
consciousness of this double alienation and of the historical necessity
to go beyond it. by means of a revolutionary praxis.
We must not forget, with respect to racist dogma, that in the eyes
of a great majority of whites, the permanent crime of the black man
tbesides his proletarian state) is that of his color. This odious
mystification at an ideologic level continues to be a weapon one runs
into in the United States, in South Africa, iu Rhodesia, used against
blacks. The epidermal singularity of the black or scorned man, instead
of being taken for what it is, that is, one of the objective accidents that
the history of humanity teems with, becomes a malefic essence, the
~ign of an absolute evil of the black social being in the consciousness
of all the slavers of the world-the mark and stigmata of an
unremi'isable inferiority. We've given a metaphysical and aesthetic
significanr~ t'.l the ('OlfJr black as we have to the color white.

Negritude, in literature, in art as in ethnology and history was, from
its inception, a form of authentic revolt opposed to the contemptible
manifestations of racist dogma in the world. It was colonization which
through gun, gunshot, and blood had opened the bleeding white·black
contradiction in the very womb of universal history, in order to conceal
.. nd thereby justify the g1>ing~-un ui capiiaiist e:~Cpioiiation. Ncgriwdc
posed the necessity for going beyond that contradiction, not through
a new mythic operation, but by way of a revolutionary praxis that was
collective. Unfortunately, more often than not, the concept of negritude
has been utilized as a myth which serves to conceal the presence of
the black bourgeoisie on the scene ... and, as any class which oppresses
another class, it has need of an ideologic mystification to cover up the
real nature of its established connections within the society.
Today, with mystificators both black and white, negritude implies
the absurd idea that th~.: Black is cndowo.!d with a particular "human
nature;' endowed with an essence that might only belong to him, and
in that respect he is called upon, according to a publicist like janheinz
Jahn, to lend to Europe and the We~t 1 don't know what sort of
"supplemental soul-life," of which occidental ch·ilization is in need. For
the president of Senegal, the poet leopold Sedar Senghor, "emotion is
black and reason Greek:'
In such :1 waz· all dass contradictions are drowned in abstraction,
and the black bourgeoisie of Africa and America can sc("u:cly and with
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the blessing of neo-colonialism freely exploit the black workers in the
name of a spiritual commune .... According to this elementary and
insolent logic, negritude as thus understood. far from articulating a
revolutionary enterprise of total disalienation and decolonization of
Africa and the two black Americas, merely arrives at covering up the
fact that it is one of the columns holding up the cunnings, snares and
perfidious actions of neo-colonialism. Separated from the historical
context of revolution across the board of the Third World, arbitrarily
separated from the immediate exigencies of the global, tricontinental
struggle of under-developed peoples against imperialism and neocolonialism, negritude defines an unacceptable "black zionism" with
the help of which we would here like to di~miss black peoples from
the duty of making a revolution.
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The Politics of

Language in
African
Literature*
by
Ngugi wa Thiong'o
of African literature cannot be
T
meaningfully outside the conter.t of those social forces
which have made it both an issue demanding our attention. and a
HE LANGUAGE

discussed

problem calling for a resolution. On the one hand is-let us call a spade
a spade-imperialism in its colonial and neo.colonial phases continuously
pressganging the African hand to the plough to tum the soil over, and
putting blinkers on him to make him view the path ahead only as
detennined. fo~ him by the master armed with bible and sword. In other
words, imperialism continues to control the economy, politics and
cultures of Africa. But on the other hand-and pitted age!:-~t it-:~:e
the c~aseless struggles of African people to liberate their economy,
politics and culture from that Euroamerican-based stranglehold and to
usher in a new era of truly communal self-regulation and selfdetermination. It is an ever-continuing struggle to seize back their
creative initiative in history through a real control of all the means of
communal sel£-defmition in time and space. The choice of language and
the use to which language is put are central to a people's definition of
itself in relation to its natural and social environment, indeed in relation
to the entire universe. Hence, language has always been at the heart
of the two contending social forces in the Africa of the twentieth
century.

Unfortunately writers who should have been mapping paths out
of that linguistic encirclement of their continent a1sv came to be defmed
and to define themselves in terms of the Jany.ut'!ges of imperialist
imposition. Even at their most radical and pro·African, in their
sentiments and articulation of problems they still took it as axiomatic
• A Robb Lcctwe given by the Ken)-an writer, Ngugi wa Thiong•o, in 1984 at the Uruvmity

ol Auckland, New Zealand.
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that the renaissance of African cultures lay in the languages of Europe.
I should know!
The lengths to which we were prepared to go in our mission of

enriching foreign languages by injecting Senghorian "black blood" into
their rusty joints, is best exemplified by Gabriel Okara in an article
reprinted from Dialogue, Paris in Thlnsition magazine in September
1963: ''As a writer who believes in the utilization of African ideas,
Mrican philosophy and Mrican folklore and imagery to the fullest extent
possible, I am of the opinion the only way to use them effectively is

to translate them almost literally from the Mrican language native to
the writer into whatever European language he is using as a medium
of expression ... In order to capture the vivid images of African speeth,
I had to eschew the habit of expressing my thoughts first in English.
It was difficult at first, but I had to learn. I had to study each Ijaw
expression I used and to discover the probable situation in which it
was used in order to bring out the nearest meaning in English. I found
it a fascinating exercise:' Why, we may ask, should an African writer,
or any writer, become so obsessed in taking from his mother-tongue
to enrich other tongues? Why should he see it as his particular mission?
We never asked ourselves: how can we enrich our languages? How can
we "prey" on the rich humanistic and democratic heritages in the
struggles of other peoples in other times and other places to enrich our
own?
Language as communication has three aspects or eiements. There
is first what Karl Marx once called the language of real life, which is
basic to the whole notion of language, its origins and development. This
refers to the relations that people enter with one another in the labour
process, the links they necessarily establish among themselves in the
act of a people, a community of human beings, producing wealth or
means of life like food, clothing, houses. A human community really
starts its historical being as a community of cooperation in production
through the division of labour, from the simplest between man, woman
and child within a household, through the more complex divisions
between branches of production !between lei's say those who are solely
hunters, solely gatherers of fruits, solely workers in metal, etc.) to the
most complex divisions in modern factories where a single product,
say a shirt or a shoe, is the result of many hands and minds. Production
is cooperation, is communication, is language, is expression of a relation
between human beings and it is specifically human. The second aspect
of language as communication is speech and it imitates the language
of real life, i.e., communicatio.n in production. The verbal signposts both
reflect and aid communication or the relations established between
human beings in the production of their means of life. In fact, language
as a system of v~rhal ~ignpn!;ts make" that production possible. The
spoken word is to relations between human beings what the hand is
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to relations between human beings and nature. The hand through tools
mediates between human beings and nature and forms the language
of real li£e; spoken words mediate between human beings and form

the language of speech. The third aspect is the written signs. The written
word imitates the spoken. In fact where the first two aspects of language
as communication through the hand and the spoken word historically
evolve more or less simultaneously, the third aspect, the written, is a
much later historical development. Writing is representation of sounds
with visual symbols-from the simplest knot among shepherds to tell

the number in a herd, through the hieroglyphicS among the Aagikiiyii
gicaandi singers and poets of Kenya, to the most complicated and
different letter and picture-writing systems of the world today.
Now, in most societies, the written and the spoken language are
the same: they n:pl'esent each other, so that what is on paper can be
read to another person and be receh·ed as that language which the
recipient has grown up speaking. In such a society there is broad
harmony for a child between the three aspects of language as
communication. His interaction with nature and with other men is
expressed in written and spoken symbols or signs which are both a
result and a reflection of that double interaction. The association of the
child's sensibility is with the language of his experience of 1i£e.
But there is more lu it: communication betv~.·een human \:w>ings is
also the basis and process of evolving culture. In doing similar kinds
of things and actions over and over again under similar circumstances,
similar even in their mutability, certain patterns, moves, rhythms, habits,
attitudes, experiences and knowledge emerge. These are handed over
to the next generation and become the inherited new basis £or their
further actions on nature and on themselves. There is a gradual
accumulation of vaiues which in time bet.:ome almost self-evident tr..:.t!-.s
governing their conception o£ what is right and wrong, good and bad,
beautiful and ugly, courageous and cowardly, generous and mean in
their internal and eXternal relations. Over time this becomes a way of
life distinguishable from other ways ol life. as people develop a
distinctive culture and history. Culture embodies those moral, ethical
and aesthetic values, the set of spiritual eyeglasses, through which they
come to view themselves and their place in the universe. Values are
the basis of a people's identity, its sense of particularity as members
of the human race. All this is carried by language, which is the collective
memory-bank of a people's experience in history.
Take language as communication. By imposing a foreign language
and suppressing the native languages as spoken and written, the
colonizer was already breaking the hil.rmony previously existing
between the African chlld and the three aspects of language a'i
communication. Since the new language was a product reflecting the
"reallanguagt: uf life" elsewhere, it could never, as spoken or written,
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properly reflect or imitate the real life of that community. This may,
in part, explain why technology always appears to us as slightly external,
their product and not ours. The word missile, for instance, used to hold
an alien faraway sound until I recently learnt its equivalent in Gikuyu,
Ngurukuhi. Learning, for a colonial child, became a cerebral activity
and not an emotionally felt experience.
Culture does not just reflect the world but actually conditions a
child to see it in a certain way. Since the images of that culture are
mostly passed on through orature and literature, the colonial child
would now only see the world as in the literature of his language of
adoption. It does not matter from the point of view of alienation-that
is, of seeing oneself from outside as if one was another self-whether
that literature carried the great humanist tradition of the best in
Shakespeare, Goethe, Balzac, Thlstoy, Gorky, Brecht, Sholokhov or
Dickens: the location of this great mirror of imagination was necessarily
Europe and its history and culture, and the rest oi the universe was
seen from that center.

Leopold Sedar Senghor has said vety dearly that although rhe
colonial language was forced upon him, if he had been given the choice
he would stil1 have opted for French. He becomes most lyrical in his
subservience to French: "We express ourselves in French since French
has a universal vocation and since our message is also addressed to
French people and others. In our languages {i.e., African languages) the
hal('l that s11rround:. !he words is by nature merdy that of sap and blood;
French wo1d:t s~:m.l uullhou~nd~ of rays like diamonds:' Senghor has
now been rewarded by being annointed to an honoured place in the
French Academy-that institution for safeguarding the purity of the
French language.
The twenty years that followed the Makerere conference gave the
world a unique literature-novels, stories, poems, plays written by
Africans in European languages-which soon consolidated itself into
a tradition with companion studies and a scholarly industry. Right from
its conception it was the literature of the petty bourgeoisie born of the
colonial school and university. It could not be other than that given
the linguistic medium of its message. Its rise and development reflected
the gradual accession of this class to political and even economic
dominance. But the petty bourgeoisie in Africa was a large class with
many different strands. At one end o{ the spectrum were those who
saw the future in terms of a permanent alliance with imperialism, in
which they would play the role of an intermediary between the
bourgeoisie of the western metropolis :md the people of colonies. {This
is the section which, in my book Detained: A Writer's Prison Diary.•
1 described as the comprador bourgeoisie.) At the other end were those
• ~talned: A Wrilcr's Prison Diary, Irs. by the author jl.ondon: Heinema•m, 1981).
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who looked towards a vigorous independent national economy in
African capitalism or in some kind of socialism, and whom I shall here
call the nationalistic or patriotic bourgeoisie. The literature written by
Africans in European languages was specifically that of the nationalistic
bourgeoisie, in terms of its creators, its area of thematic concerns, and
its consumption.

Internationally, the literature helped this class-which, in politics,
business and education, was assuming leadership of the countries newly
emergent from colonialism, or of those struggling so to emerge-to
explain Africa to the world; Africa had a past and a culture of dignity

and human complexity. Internally it gave this class a cohesive tradition,
and a common literary frame of references, which it otherwise lacked
because of its uneasy roots in the culture of the peasantry and the
culture of the metropolitan bourgeoisie. The literature added confidence
to the class: the petty bourgeoisie now had a past, a culture and a
literature with which to confront the racist bigotry of Europe. This
confidence was manifest in the sharp tone of the critique of European
bourgeois civilization; and the implication that Africa had something
new to give to the world-which was particularly strong in the ideology
oi negritude-reflected the political ascendancy of the patriotic
nationa1istic s-ection of the petty bourgeoisie before and immediately
after independence.
We are talking initially of a literature whose background was the
national-democratic revolutionary and anti-colonial liberation successes
in China and India; the armed uprisings in Kenya and Algeria; and the
independence oi Ghana and Nigeria, with others impending. Yes, this
literature was part of that great anti-colonial movement and general
anti-imperialist upheaval in Mia, Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean. It drew its stamina and even form from the peasantry: their
proverbs, fables, stories, riddles, and wise sayings. It was shot through
and through with optimism. But later, when the comprador section
assumed political ascendancy and strengthened rather than weakened
the unbroken economic links with imperialism in what was clearly a
neo-colonial arrangement, this literature becatne more and more crilic.:ul,
cynical, disillusioned, bitter and denunciatory in tone, and it was almost
unanimoUs in its portrayal, with varying degrees of detail, emphasis
and clarity of vision, of the post-independence betrayal of hope. But
to whom was it directing its list of mistakes done, crimes and wrongs
committed, complainlco unheeded, or its call for a change of moral
direction? The imperialist bourgeoisie? The petty bourgeoisie in power?
The military, itself part and parcel of that class? It sought another
audience, principally the peasantry and the working cJass or what was
generally conceived as the people. The search for new audiences and
new directions was renecled in the quest for simpler forms, in the
adoption of a more direct tone, and often in a direct call for actiou. It
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was also reflected in the content. Instead of seeing Africa as one
undifferentiated mass of historically Wronged blackness, it now
attempted some sort of class analysis and evaluation of neo-colonial
societies. But this search was still within the confines of the languages
of Europe, whose use it now defended with less vigor and confidence.
So its quest was hampered by the very language choice, and in its
movement toward the people, it could only go up to that section of the
petty bourgeoisie-students, teachers, secretaries, for instance-still in
closest touch with the people. It settled there, marking time, caged
within the linguistic fence of its colonial inheritance.
In fact, its greatest weakness still lay where it has always been, in
its audience: the petty-bourgeois readership automatically assumed by
the very choice of language. Because of its indeterminate economic
position between the many contending classes, the petty bourgeoisie
develops a vacillating psychological make-up. Like a chameleon it takes
on the color of the main class with which it is in the closest touch and
sympathy. It can be swept to activity by the masses at a time of
revolutionary tide; or he driven to silence, fear, cynicism, withdrawal
into self-contemplation. existential anguish, or to collaborating with the
powers·that-be at times of reactionary tides. In Africa this class has
always oscillated between the imperialist bourgeoisie and its comprador
nco-colonial ruling elements on the one hand, and the peasantry and
the working class (the masses) on the other. This very lack of identity
in its social and psychological make-up as a class, was reflected in the
very literature it produced: the crisis of identity was assumed in that
very preoccupation with definition at the Makerere conference. In
literature as in politics it spoke as if its identily or crisis of irlentity was
that of society as a whole. The literature it produced in European
languages was given the identity of African literature as if there had
never been literature in African languages. Yet by avoiding a real
confrontation with the language issue, it was clearly wearing false robes
of identity: it was a pretender to the throne of the mainstream of African
literature. The practitioners of what J. Jahn called neo·African literaturt
tried to get out of the dilemma by over-insisting that European languages
were really African languages or by trying to Africanize English or
French or Portuguese usage while making sure it was still recognizable
as English or French or Portuguese.
Inllu:: pruc~.!ts thislit~wture cr~at~d. falsely and even absurdly, an
English· (or French· or Portuguese-! speaking African peasantry and
workinS class, a clear negation or £alsification of the historical process
diad it:dlity. Thi~ J)eoli~nliY dfld wlnking da:;:;, whit:h cxbled only in
novels and dramas, was at times invested with the vacillating mentality,
the evasive self-contemplation, the existential anguished human
condition, or the man-torn-between·two-worlds face of the petty
bourgeoisie. In fact, if it had been left entirely to the petty bourgeoisie,
African languages would have ceased to exist-with independence!
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Chinua Ache be once decried the tendency of African intellectuals
to escape into abstract universalism in words that apply even more to
the issue of the language of African literature: "Africa has had such a
fate in the world that the very adjective African can call up hideous
fears of rejection. Better then to cut all links with this homehmd, this

liability, and become in one giant leap the universal man. Indeed I
understand this anxiety. But running away from oneself seems to me
a very inadequate way of dealing wHh an anxiety !italics mine). And
if writers should opt for such escapism, who is to meet the challenge?"
Who indeed?
We African writers are bound by our calling to do (or our languages
what Spencer, Milton and Shakespeare did for English; what Pushkin
and Thlstoy did for Russian; indeed, what all writers in world history
have done for their languages by meeting the challenge of creating a
literature in them. This process later opens the languages for philosophy,
science, technology and aU the other areas of human creative endeavor.
But writing in our languages-although a necessary first step in the
correct direction-will not in itself bring about the renaissance in
African cultures if that lite:-ature does not carry the content of our
peoples' :~.ntHmperialist struggll.:'s to liberate their productive forces
from foreign control; the content o£ the need for unity among the
workers and peasants of all the nationalities in their struggle to control
the wealth they produce and to £ree it from internal and external
parasites.
In other words writers in African languages should reconnect
themselves to the revolutionary traditions of an organized peasantry
and working class in Alrica in their struggie to Udetti impt:liali5m and
create a higher system of democracy and socialism in alliance with all
Uae other peoples of the world. Unit;· in that st.n.lgg!'! wo•Jl~ '="no;urP unity
in our multilingual diversity. It would also reveal the real links that bind
the people of Africa to the peoples of Asia, South America, Europe,
Australia and New Zealand, Canada and lhe USA.
But it is precisely when writers open out African languages to the
real links in Llu: ~truggles of peasants :~.nd workers that they •¥ill m~et
their biggest challenge. For to the comprador·ruling regimes. the real
enemy is an awakened peasantry and working class. A writer who tries
to communicate the message of revolutionary unity and hope in the
languages of the people becomes a subversive character. It is then that
writing in African hmguagcs bt:comes a subversive or trensonable
ortencc, carrying the possibility of prison, exile or ewn death. For such
a writer there are no "national" accolades, no new year honors, only
abuse and slander and innumerable lies from the mouths o£ the armed
power of a ruling minority-ruling, that is, on behalf of U.S.·led
imperialism-who see in democracy a real threat. Democratic
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participation of the people in shaping their own lives or in discussing
their experience in languages that allow for mutual comprehension is
seen as being dangerous to the good government of a country and its
institutions. African languages addressing themselves to the lives of the
people become the enemy of a neo-colonial state.
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Reagan's Imperial Invasion
& Conquest of Grenada*
The Reagan-Style of the Brezhnev
Doctrine Reveals Its Anti-Black Nature
HE LIES
the White House,
and after the
the State Department, the
T
occupation of Grenada-have a logic of their own. Inexorably they flow
THAT KEPT emanating

from

P~ntagon-before

out of the Big Lie-Reagan's attempt to hide the relentless drive for a
Pax Americana under the euphemism of "democracy:•
The ideology of U.S. imperialist global counter-revolution is nothing
other than the Brezhnev Doctrine, Reagnn-style ...

For one single moment, Speaker Tip O'Neill sounded as if he was
with those who opposed the invasion of a tiny Black nation by the

nuclear superpower, the U.S. Then he sent a Congressional so-called
"fact·Fmding·• mission to Grenada-which returned to endorse the
invasion. It was not a unanimous conclusion, hut the Minority Report
(made by Black Congressm~n Dellums and Stokes, and endorsed by
the entire Congressional Black Caucus) was hardly given equal time.
Not only did these Congressmen oppose the invasion, they testified to
the fact that th~ U.S. forces "are engaging in illegal searches and seizures
of people and homes as well as still weeding out members of the
population for security or political reasons."
Here is how Congressman Dellums summed up his fact-finding:

"As an American citizen, I was appalled by the U.S. invasion of Grenada,
which I considered an undeclared acl of war in violation of the
Constitution, the UN and OAS Charlers ... I believe we're in gross
violation of international law .. :·
It is true Reagan can depend on his capitalist-imperialist allies to

oppose social revolution as totally m; he does. But, as John Vinocur wrote
rrom Paris, after the invasion of Grenada, "O'I.'Crnight every West
European regards American missiles less as a protection than as a

---------- - - - • Lead-Editorial in December 1983 is... uc: of Nrws & leiters.
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threat." If Reagan has
disregarded that, it is
because what preoccupies
him is getting his unlimited
militarization bills through
Congress. He has succeeded
in that, instigating such a
patriotic hysteria ever since
the 007 Korean airliner
incident that Congress not
only approved funds for the
MX missile, but for nerve
gas, too!
Here, then, is the real
rub. We must, of course,
call for the withdrawal of
U.S. troops from Grenada
and all the gunboats sailing
around the glob~. from the
Middle East to Central
America to Asia. But that is
not enough. We must stay
the bloody hands of both
nuclear superpowers.
The anti-nuke struggle:;, and the anti-military struggle in general,
cannot stop the life and death struggle with capitalism-private and
state-that is ready to unleash the nuclear holocaust, except through
a total uprooting, social revolution. In that. we have all the world on
our side, for it is the only way to achieve peace.
That is why even the correct slogan "the enemy is in your own
country" is not sufficient. It may have sufficed before the world was
divided into two power blocs. Presently, it is a trap to suck one into
the other nuclear orbit. and thus doom both the advanced economies
and the A£ro·Asian-Latin American liberation movements. We have no
time to waste on the Stalinized "Marxists:· ex·Marxists, or Fidelistas
who tailend and whitewash Communist tyranny.

It is equally tr,Je that preparation £or war against Russia tomorrow
is illl·out w:ar against the Amt-rican working peoplt.> tfJd<'y. lnmnrrnw.
and the day after. That is why thP point is not whc throws or will throw
the first stone, especiall}' when th;:~t first stone will be the H·bomb. The
point is: are you with Ihe ~ople struggling for a total1y new way of life?

So universal is the feeling against the war that even the rulers play
the game of peace and disarmament conference. That cannot, therefore,
~ wh::,t (!idingui~hes us from them. Private or state-capitalism will
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spare nothing to keep itself on top and the masses at the bottom. Armed
with the H -bomb and the missile, they are ready to destroy civilization
itself rather than allow the new human society to emerge.
Th achieve a truly human life, we must not only be with the working
people because they and only they oppose the war to the end, because
they and only they are the future society, but also because we do not
shift to their shoulders what is the task of all of us-the theoretic clearing
of the ground for the reconstruction of society on new beginnings. These
new beginnings start with integrating the philosophy of revolution into
all revolutionary activities, as we oppose Reagan's warmongerings and
retrogressions at home as well as abroad. Only by making a philosophy
of revolution inseparable from an actual revolution can we keep the
revolution from aborting and win a new society on truly human
foundations.
-Raya Dunayevskaya

November 14, 1983
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Grenada: Counter-Revolution
& Revolution
The Caribbean Today & the Challenge
from 30 Years of Movements
from Practice that were
Themselves a Form of Theory*
Dear Colleagues:
HE FACT THAT THE FIRST SHOT of counter·revolution in
Grenada on October 19 was fired by the "revolutionaries"
themselves, its Army, politicaUy and militarily headed by Gen. Austin

T

jplus Coard). demands that we take a deeper look at the type of
revolution that erupted in Grenada in 1979. It is impossible not to be
moved by the last words spoken by the leader of that revolution,
Maurice Bishop, as, in utter shock, he looked at the Army shooting into
the masses who had just released him from house arrest: "My God,
my God, they have turned the guns against the people:•
That does not free us from facing the stark fact. that the first shot
of counter-revolution came from within the revolutionary Party~Army·
State. That first shot opened the road for the imperialist U.S. invasion
that, it is true, lay in wait from Day One o( the revolution. This, however,
in no way absolves the "Party" of its heinous crime. The fact that
Castro-though an "internationalist" who spelled out his solidarity in
concrete acts such as sending Grenada doctors and construction
workers, teachers as well as militmy arlvi'«!r!'-neverthclcss failed to
develop the ideas that were at stake, left the masses unprepar~d for
ways to confront the divisions within the leadership that would have
gory consequences on October 19.
Instead of Castro focusing on a theory of revolution, he substituted

.m.:l l:Hls.:.:l him:;clf on wh:1! he c:IH!!d ~he princit'le of non-intPrfPrPnrp
in internal affairs:· He proceeded to praise Bishop for adhering to that
"principle" by not asking for help in the leadership disputes-as if these
\\"Crc mere matters of "personality'' and merely "s\1hje('tivP:' rather than
• Excerpts rrom D Political·Philosophic letter by Raya Dun:aycvskaya. Nuvembcr 28. 1983.
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the result of the objective pull backward because the revolution itself
was barren of a philosophy. Castro disregarded the dialectics of
revolution-that is to say, the digging into what was coming from below,
the mass consciousness, its reasoning. Instead, both he and the
Grenadian leadership reduced ideas of freedom to "subjective,
personality" matters.
Naturally, the savage, unprovoked, long-prepared-for imperialist
invasion and conquest of Grenada made it imperative to expose its "Pax
Americana" nature and intensify all our activities to get U.S. imperialism
(with its East Caribbean stooges) out of Grenada.
The December 1983 News & Letters Lead-Editorial which was
devoted to this, is, in fact, Part One of this study of the counter·
revolution and revolution in Grenada. Indeed, this could be seen from
its very title and subtitles that point to the fact that the ramifications
of Grenada are by no means limited to the Caribbean, or even the whole
Third World, but are so global that the whole question of war and peace
in a nuclear world actually touches the very question of the survival
of humanity ...
In opposing the American imperialist invasion, and demanding the
~vacuation of all foreign troops from Grenada, we must not simply limit
ourselves to actions of solidarity. Indeed, w~ must not only criticize
Gen. Austin and the whole military "Revolutionary Council;' who are
to be brought to account, but also look at the 1979 revolution, both
positively and negatively. That becomes of the essence now. if we are
ever to stop counter·revolutions from arising within revolutions. In the
half·century since the transformation of Russia into a state·capitalist
society we have become witness to such degeneracy that an ideological
debate is ended by murder.
The (act that these horrors can happen even where there is no
material base for counter·revolulion as there was in Stalin's
transformation of a workers' state into a state·capitalist society, and
where, as in Pol Pot's Cambodia, counter·revolution is spelled out as
outright genocide against your own people-and that in the name of
revolution!-demands that we never shut a relentless critical eye to all
aspects of revolution and not just leave it at opposing imperialism. Nor
must we limit it "internally" to bringing a General Austin to account,
but also look at revolutionaries who, though they are now reaping the
whirlwind, bad helped shroud the void in philosophy with the absurd
reductionism of "non·interference in internal affairs:•
What history shows is that once the road to revolution seeks
shortcuts, the revolution itself remams unfinished. Whal we set v:hcn
the philosophy of revolution is separated from actual, social revolution
is the attempt to force the concept of revolution through the barrel of
a gun. That is what we saw in Grenada. This ~.:ties out for a totally
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different attitude to a philosophy of revolution; without that no
revolution can fully self-develop. What happened in Grenada can
illuminate the contradiction of contradictions-counter-revolution from
within revolUtion. It becomes necessary to trace the Grenadian
Revolution from its start in 1979-the year also of the Iranian
Revolution, which likewise ended in a Khomeini-type of counter·
revolution~ ...

1) Theory & Action
HEORETICALLY, THE MOST important of the statements
Bishop delivered when he was in the U.S. May 31-June 10,
1983, related to the two points he raised in the interview with the vmage
Voice.• One conceme~ the question of "consciousness" of workers: "We

T

tried to tell the people to use their own consciousness:· The other point,
in contrast to this, was the question of the consciousness of the leaders
which had no such ambiguity as the one relating to the workers.
While we do not hear the thoughts of the workers, Bishop does trace
the development of the leadership's consciousness in the 1950s and

1960s:
There have been periods when I was attracted to a lot of the cullural
nationalist material. frankly Frantz Fanon, Malcolm, various people like
that. . . 1 would say that the entire leadership of the party and the
government came out of a black power tradition, all of us ... 1 don't think
we moved beyond that until the early 1970s ...
Certainly by that time, outside of the cultural nationalist question,
we were beginning to read a lot of the most classical socialist works, and
beginning to move outside just the question of blackness, around to a
materialist conception of the world.
Q: He's having an anniversary this year.(laughter) The cursed name
has not passed your lips. l think it begins with M.

A: (Laughter) I'm trying not to say his name.

Laughingly or otherwise, consciously or unconsciously, what came
through from "trying not to say" the name of Marx was not the simple
matter of "tactics" when visiting the imperialist land they rightly feared
might be planning an invasion. Rather, it was first to become clear that
critical week between October 12 when the majority of the Central
Committee voted to put Bishop under house arrest, and the savage,
unconscionable, dastardly murder on the 19th of October as the masses
c;truck for him and freed him fr·.:>m house arrest. That is what was
inherent in what 1 referred to in the early pan uf lhi::t Lcll~r. un ·.·:h:lt
• The following quotations are from the interview with Bishop by J9mes Ridgeway and
Alexander Cockburn, which appeared in the Vlllatte \'olce, June- lil, 1983, unJc:i" the
title, ''The Caribbean is Sitting on a Vokano:•
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both he and Castro called "non-interference in internal matters" as a
"principle;• when what was actually involved, however, was a battle

of ideas on the decisive question of Afarx's Marxism, instead of acting
as if Cuba or Russia ·are the Marxists. In this way revolutionary
methodology-the dialectics of revolution-gets reduced to "conception

of leadership methods;' and that is expressed as if a unified view permeated the entire leadership: "We feel that in many respects, Grenada is
a true experiment in the whole theory and practice of socialism ... If
we succeed in this path ... there are going to be a number of lessons
for other small developing island states coming after us:·
It is nearly impossible to gauge the great shock Maurice Bishop must
have experienced October 19 as he became witness to the suddenly
unbridgeable gulf of the Great Divide between leaders and ranks and
within the leadership itself as the Party ."turned the guns against the
people" soon after they had freed him from house arrest. Soon his voice,
too, was stilled by murder.
It is precisely that movement that compels us to re-evaluate those
three decades of history Maurice Bishop had analyzed as his own self·
development. ..

2} Responsibility of Revolutionary Marxists
HE OBJECTIVE AS WELL AS the subjective truth of
these past 30 years spells out the birth of a new historic
age of human development-a movement from practice that is itself
a form of theory. This took the form in 1950 of posing totally new
questions when the U.S. miners, confronted with a new mode of
production, Automation, asked: "What kind of labor should man do"!
Why should there be a total division between thinking and doing?" The
following year it took another form in Grenada, when a former oil·
worker, the young Eric Gairy ta very different person from the Gairy
after he was in power) organi1.ed what he called the Grenada Mental
and Manual Workers Union. In 1952 the movement from practice took
spontaneous shape in Latin America in the Bolivian Revolution, where
the miners and the peasants fought as one to rid the country of
dictatorship. In 1953 it was seen in East Germany when. for the very
lir~llitne from under totalitarian Communism, the workers took to the
streets against both "work-norms" and political tyranny, as they pulled
down the statues of Stalin and demanded "Bread and Frt!edom!"

T

Whatever the form it took, the historic new that characterized all
of these revolts and heralded a new theoretical departure was this: the
movement from practice is itself a m•w form of theory which gave the

actions their direction.
Whot none but Manist-Humanists saw as the transition point
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between the East German revolt of 1953, the outright Hungarian
Revolution of 1956, and its philosophy was revealed in two seemingly
unconnected events in 1955: 11 The Montgomery Bus Boycott opened
the Black Revolution in the U.S. and inspired a new stage of revolution
in Africa as well; 2)ln Russia, there suddenly appeared, in the main
theoretical Russian journal, Questions of Philosnphy tVol. 3, 1955), an
academic-sounding article entitled "Marx's Working Out of the
Materialist Dialectics in the Economic-Philosophic Manuscripts of the
Year 1844:' It was an attack on Marx's Humanist Essays, contending
that the young Marx had not yet freed himself from Hegelian mysticism
and its "negalion of negation:· What the state-capitalist rulers calling
themselves Communists bad become oppressively aware o£ was the
mass unrest, especially in East Europe. What they feared most was a
new uprising.
Simply put, although the Russian theoreticians chose to shroud the
philosophic phrase in mysticism, ever since Marx bad materialistica11y
"translated" the Hegelian dialectic of negativity as the philosophy of
revolution, "negation o£ the negation" stood for an actual revolution.
What the Russians feared most is exactly what t:rupled in Hungary in
1956. And it was the Hungarian Revolution that removed the young
Marx's Humanist Essays from the dusty archives and brought them onto
the living historic stage, so that all became witness to Marx's first
discovery of a whole new continent of thought which he had called
"a new Humanism:• and which spelled out Reason and Revolution.

A.-; against the tired Western intellectuals who designated the decade
of the 1950s as the "end of ideology:• that period was in fact the
threshold to a whole new Third World and a whole new generation
of revolutionaries. By then, there was, indeed, no part of the worldfrom Africa to the U.S., from East Europe to Latin America-where the
movements had not declared themselves to be Humanist. We should
not forget that CastrO, too, in a televised speech to the nation on May
26, 1959, had declared Cuba's revolution to have been "Humanist:' A
great deal more profoundly, in 1961, Frantz fannn-who never stopped
at mere sloganeering, and who bad thrown away his French citiunship
to integrate himself into the Algerian Revolution-developed a total
philosophy o£ Humanism as both a world concept and a fact in his
magnificent The IVretched.o£ the Earth.
The 1960s were certainly lilted with activity. activity, activity.
Theoretically, however. what really predominated was the search for
shutt-cuts to revolution. Each attempt resulted in the transforming of
a country's particular experience into a ''universal:' In the case of
Mao-who, with the success of the 1949 Chinese Revolution, became
the inspiration for aU guerrilla fighters·- his rhe~oric about "continuous
revolution" was truncated by: 1) its confmcment within the framework
of the Thought o£ Mao: and Z)the peasant army surrounding the cities,
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tionary praxis, to "leadership methods;' whatever that means. Without
a philosophic vision, much less listening to the voices from below, all
the majority of the Central Committee in Grenada could come up with
was being opposed to the alleged "one·man rule'' of Bishop, whom they
hurried to expel from the Party and put under house arrest-without
any thought about the const?quenc~s. ~ither from thf" masses whom
Bishop had led since the 1979 Revolution, or from the imperialist enemy
poised for invasion. Unfortunately, Bishop, who did enjoy the
confidence of the masses and was, indeed, freed from house arrest by
them, had not dug into the differing tendencies within those who held
"a materialist conception of the world:' He had not brought into the
consciousness of the masses nor shared with international colleagues
the disputes which were wreaking havoc in revolutionary Grenada ...

3) Conflicting Tendencies in the Caribbean Left
Long before the Grenada counter-revolution Bukka Rennie had
discussed ''The Conflicting 'D!ndencies in the Caribbean Revolution:·•
He goes so far in concretizing the objective situation that he not only
concludes with the theory of state-capitalism, but shows that "the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) has long since become
a bureaucratized elitist party which in fact is the vanguard of a new
class formation."
When one has been that comprehensive in the study of the objective
world situation, developing it over 22 pages to show that Stalinism is
inde~!d a new, non-working class, enemy "class formation'~statc
capitalism, how can one nevertheless conciude that when it comes to
the concrete situation in the Caribbean ("in Trinidad and Tobago"),
Caribbean Stalinism and Revolutionary Marxism "are not hostile to each
other .. ,"
The theoretician had not been able to move from what he was
against (Stalinism) to what he was for-how to begin anew. Though
Rennie's movement in Trinidad did ..::aU itself New Beginning. he evaded
the task of philosophically restating Marxism for one's owr. age, on the
grounds of all the new Humanist beginnings of the Third 'World. Instead,
he shifted the whole responsibility for that to the shoulders of the
proletariat, to "practice'~when it has been preci~ly the movement from
practit.:\'! whkh has shown itself to be a form of theory by raising all
these new points of departure, and which demands that thr
theoreticians meet that challenge.
Rennie does say that, instead of the elitist party, the New Beginning
Movement prefers not to declare itself to he the Party. But is it just a
• Uukkrt lt.:rohi.:',; ,utid;: app;:ar;:d in th..: Pan ,\folcan Journal, b5ucd from
East Africa, Sun1m~r 1975, Volume 2.
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question of form of organization as against the Single Party State that
has kept us shackled? Isn't the key to the present question of the
dialectics of revolution and of thought the battle of ideas not merely
among the leadership but within the masses who think their own
thoughts? The new relationship of practice to theory is rooted in what
workers do and what they think. The aim is to achieve a new unity
of theory and practice. Not only did the 1970s' revolts not achieve that,
but in Grenada the differences among the leaders ended in outright
murder.
Bukka Rennie placed the Black rower movemt:ul uf the 1960s on
the same level as the 1917 Russian Revolution-totally ignoring the fact
that it not only never reached the profound depth and breadth of
November 1917, but that none had even attempted the kind of
philosophic reorganization Lenin did '.•:hen he broke with his own
philosophic past and articulated Marx's view of smashing the bourgeois
slate to smithereens, recreating Marx's work on the Paris Commune
and Critique of the Gotha Program for his own age as State and
Revolution.
Clearly, it is C.L.R. James' theory• which Bukka Rennie is
expounding ... What we are now confronted with is the stark fact that
in Grenada keeping quiet about differences within the leadership was
resolved with the savage, brutal, irrational, counter-revolutionary
murder of the leader. It is true that a :;mall part of the search for
shortcuts reflected the workers' impatience to do away with the
exploitative, racist, imperialist society. But the greater truth is that, like
all intellectuals, those leaders su££ered from the preoccupation of all
elitists-giving the answer "for" the workers. It meant an evasion of
theory as well as of the fact that the movement from practice is a form
of theory.

' Since I wrote this analysis o( Grenada, C.L.R. James ha' both come out with an analystS
of Grenada (Comm•mist A flairs, July 19841 and grant I'd an interview on the C.uibbean {Thinl
\\btld Book Revi~. \bl. I, NQ. 2. 1984), called "'An Audience with C.LR. James:· The Communist
Aff~ts article muh how adept is James at saying two opposite things in the very same bre.th.
Thus, he refers to the original 1979 revolution as "a great revolution," "never before in the
Caribbean:· and in the same artk!e says that 1979 "was not a revoluticnary action;• and that
it W1lS due only to the (act that the le.adcr& o( the New Jewel Movement had heard that Gairy
had ordered their murders and '1'herefore, they, in order lo avm lhemselvn from being killed,
took power ..."
The fact that, by 1983, we were witneu to the shooting o( one leader, Bishop. by another,
Coard, and that this murder meant shooting directly i:"1to the mas.'\ movement that had
spontaneously mobilized in def"ense of Bishop. only brought James to the fantulk:ally Hon.ap~~rtist
«mdusion: "A mass movement above all needs leadership, and if the politicall.-.adel doleS not
give it. people turn to another organlz.alion, orten the Army. The army con.mtsol organirationcommanderi. lieutenants. majors. etc:·
James does not limit that type of empty generalization un leadership and organiution to
Ihe Caribbean. No. this m..n is, rhetoncally, a man !'f global vWon, at leut desire. This 1938
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It is this which we traced through the actual revolts of the early
1950s as we greeted the three new paths to freedom that were seen
in the Hungarian Revolution, the Montgomery Bus Boycott, and the
revolts in the Russian forced labor camps in Vorkuta. M<Jrxism and
Freedom was structured on the movement from practice not alone in
our age but from the age of revolutions 1776, 1789-and on the Hegelian
dialectic from then to today. What predominated, however, was the
question that tore at the vitals of all revolutionary movements: "What
Happens After" power is achieved. The decentralized committee form
instead of the vanguard "Party to Lead" seemed to be the answer. We
found that, however, to be only part of the answer once the turbulent
1960s and their decentralized activism led only to unfinished revolu·
tions because it was devoid of philosophy.
In Philosophy and Revolution, where we returned to the Hegelian
dialectic in and for itself and to Marx's dialectics of revolution, we tried
to articulate "Why Hegel? Why Nowr' for our age. And it was the 1970s,
which finally revealed Marx's work as a totality. that led to the return
to Marx's Marxism-Marx's, not Engels'; Marx's, not Lenin's; Marx's,
not Mao's nor ils variant, Castro's. In a word, Marx's "revolution in
permanence'' is ground not alone for theory but also for organization.
There can be no successful revolution without an historic ~ens~
both of past and present, of a battle of ideas, a clearing of heads not
for any academic purpose but with full realization that a serious Marx·
ist discussion is needed as preparation for revolution and its deepen·
ing once the first act o{ overthrow of the old has been achieved. When,
instead, revolutionary methodology is reduced to "leadership methods:'
individual or collective, the very basis not only of theory but of the
revolution itself has been lost. That is what happened in Grenada.

-Raya Dunayevskaya
November ZB. 1983

author llf Black Jacobilu denies in 1984 his African roots. In what the Third \\Wid Book Review
called "an audience" with him, we read: "I do not know what are the African roots of the
l.~oguaac 11nd cultur~ nf the CAribbean intellertuals. I am not aware of the African roots of
my use of the language and culture ... We of the caribbean hilvc: uut got 110 African p;t~t. We
are black in skin, but the African civilization is not ours.. Tbe basis of our civilization in the
Caribbean is an adaptation of western ti'l.'ilitalion."
As 1 wrQI.e in 1959, when he was writing p.lReg)'riCS of Nkrumah. ·'who has. single-handed.
outlined a provam based on t':le ide.u of Marx. Lt:nin and Gandhi:':
· i ;1dmit that combining Man. Lenin and Gandhi is quilt> a feat. But for a
pamphlet«r like J.R. Johnson (C.L.R. }11mesl who thundered so for the Soviet United
States of t!urope, Soviet United States of Asia. world revolution. the struggle against
bureaw:racy 'as such: the se\f-mobilizatiun nf the masses and fnr new passions and
new fur(U to reconstntct sncidy on totally new Mginnings-to end with Nkrumah
as the representative of the new. the new. b rather pathetic. The1c: ii nothing to add
but to say, with Hamlet. "Alas, roor Yorick, 1 knew him" !Set> my Natlonalllm.
Cummunism. Manlst-Humanlsm and the Afro-Ashm Rewlullons, NI!WS &. Letters.
1959: rt>printed Wllh new inhudu;:tion. 19M.!
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Marxist-Humanist
Perspectives, 1985-86
Excerpts from Report to Plenum of News and Letters Committees,
by the National Chaim•oman, Raya Dunayevskaya, August .11, 1985
1. Hiller's Visage In Apartheid South Africa Shows
the Future the Rulers Hold In Store lor All of Us

be
from world events and the Big Powers-the two nuclear
L
Behemoths, Russia and the U.S.-in a fairy·land of tht:ir own, toying
EST ANYONE THINK THA:f somehow I will

straying

with the most phantasmagoric Star Wars project, let me tell you why
today I begin so differently than in the Dratt Perspectives. That started
with the latest happenings concerning the new ruler in Russia, Mikhail
Gorbachev. At the present moment, however, because the Civil War
in South Africa rages on, demanding action rather than just description
of "how" Gorbachev and Reagan are toying with nuclear war for the
future, we must begin with the new reality.
The difference in the bt:ginnings of the two-the Draft Thesis and
the actual Plenum Thesis-is necessitated by the barbaric ideology
which is not restricted to the South African rulers. Our rulers are also
trying to foist this on us. That ideology is not just rhetoric, but the depth
of the barbarism that began with the rise of Hitler, and which was by
no means destroyed by the Allies' victory in World War II. It was Hitler's
defeat that scared the Afrikaners whose dream today is still expressed
by those bigoted, savage whites in these terms: "There should have been
a Hitler in every country, but unfortunately this was no longer possible
in a 'sophisticated' world that has even abolished the cane in prison:· •

1t was only in 1950-and not, as most people think, from the
beginning of the cutting up of Africa-that apanheid first became law.
lt is true that South Africa was colonized i:l the 19~h ;,;;:'nh::;- ';':t;:;:-;; th::
• Set' ..The Fire This Tame," by Ne.·d Ascherson, a revinv oi W•illRJ= T1M" Whltn ...
Soulh Africa, by Vincent Crapanz.ano, New York Rnlrw of Boob. July 17. l.._"i
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Western imperialist world decided to cut it up as a base for its capitalist
development. Conditions for Black South Africa were bad enough when
England walked off with that prize. They became worse still when the
Boers, still calling themselves the Dutch Reformed Church, became the
dominant power there. They practiced apartheid, though they had not
made it the law of the land. It was only after the end of World War
II, after Hitler's Germany was defeated-and then Japanese militarism
was defeated by the unleashing of the first atom bomb on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki-that South Africa embarked on an official apartheid, first
in 1948 and then fully in law in 1950.
What happened after the victory of the Allies, which is directly
related to the present world situation, is that they were left so exhausted
they could not extend World War II at that moment. What they did,
instead, was to place a lot of markers pointing to where the next war
could start. by creating two Germanics. t;,·o Victnarns, two Koreas, and
two Europes-the East dominated hy Russia, and the West by the U.S.
Let us now turn to the true history of the civil wars that the Blacks
have fought against the whites there. At the very period when the 1905
Revolution erupted in Russia, and its ramifications embraced Iran as
well as China, we had, as well, the great Zulu Rebellion in South Africa.
Read how it was anticipated in the mass struggles of 1903-05 and after,
in Time Longer Tlran Rope, by Edward Raux.
Thday, the undeclared Civil War in South Africa is still thought of
only as protest. This makes it easy to "sympathize" with the marchers
who are unarmed, facing the barbaric might of the South African
rulers-not only armed to the teeth, but not satisfied unless they also
show their savagery with horsewhips and murder. Every revolt for the
past 30 years in apartheid South Mrica 'faces genocide, and yet the
revolts, far from stopping, are reborn in ever more intense forms. The
world had better recognize that it's not only a matter of the 1970s. when
Soweto finally made it conscious not alone of revolt but of the
philosophy of revolt.
The Idea-Black Consciousness-was born out of Pan·Africanism,
whose ground had been laid by the new, independent countries of West,
East, North and Central Africa, whose revolutions were reshaping the
map of the whole world. Pan-Africanism saw in this new colleagues
from new movements for freedom. But Pan-Africanism insisted that the
"political kingdom;• as Nkrumah expressed it, was inadequate unless
South Africa was freed and a new Azania wa~ born. Just as PanAfricanism Sc!parated itself at that moment from the African National
Congress (ANC), because the latter made a Universal out of the tactic
of non-violence, though the rulers there were the most violent rulers
in the world, so the Black Consciousness MCJvement of the mid-1970s
expressed the new humus, as spoken by Steve Biko before he was
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brutally murdered: "This (Black Consciousness) must be related to the
emancipation of the entire continent of Africa since World War 11 ... :·
Everyone knows Soweto, 1976, because it was this that was not just
a stage of struggle but a quantum leap into revolutionary method and
ideas that inspired a Soweto youth to proclaim: "Go and tell the world
that the process of Black l:.iberation, which nobody can reverse, has
begun in South Africa .. :· The struggle didn't end in the 1970s, either.
What the 1970s were great in was the birth of a great new Black trade:
union movement ...

11. U.S. Counter-Revolutionary Political as Well as Economic
Impact on El Salvador and Nicaragua

ONALD REAGAN. IN REFUSING to endorse the UN
resolution on sanctions against South Africa, manifests
the close affinity he has to that apartheid land, as he moves against
the masses, be they in the U.S., in Nicaragua, or in South Africa ...

R

Look at Latin America, especially at El Salvador, where Reagan's
propaganda would laave us believe so much has changed since Duarte
came to power and the alleged democracy of the elections reversed the
trend of the civil war there, bringing about "dialogue" with the rebels.
The truth is that there is absolutely no fundamental change whatever.
Land reform is dead, but the death squads are not. Joblessness and
underemployment remain endemic, the conditions of life keep
deteriorating. even as housing needs are neglected and so are hospitals
and clinics. Recently, innumerable demonstrations and strikes displayed
exceptional boldness. F'easants as well as students, unionists as well as
unemployed, expressed the critique of the Duarte government. Not only
did 6,000 students and professors of the National University parade
from the campus past the National Palace to the Treasury, but unionists,
too, had their demonstrations, and during the weekend of july 6,
peasants converged on San Salvador.
What every ruler-especially U.S. imperialism with its tentacles in
Latin America-refuses to face is the simple truth and plain fact that
the counter-revolutionary outreach into foreign lands is precisely what
produces revolutionaries. It is that struggle against imperialism that
forges revolutionary leadership.
In the case of Nicaragua, the U.S. never stopped invading until the
one the Nicaraguan masses have rightly called "the last Marine'!....
Somoza-succeeded in murdering the rebel leader, Sandino ...
Instead of listing all of Ronald Reagan's lies, let us turn to the
indigenous revolutionary voices from below in Nicaragua. Omar
Cabezas, in his memoirs, Fire From the MouiJiain: The Making of a
Sandinista. tells the story of an 82-year-old peasant he met in the
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mountains of Nicaragua, who showed what had been kept hidden for
some 35 years-some bullets from Sandino he had kept in gleaming
conditions because, as the peasant put it, "I knew the Sandinistas would
come again:•
This is but one story. Many more can be and are being told, whether
it is from Sandinistas or from an American professor of Latin American
and U.S. diplomatic history at the University of Georgia, Lester Langley,
who relates all the facts from the first landing of the Marines in
Nicaragua to our age in Central America: The Real Stakes. The truth
is that the Reagan Administration story is a reactionary ideologue's
fabric of lies to "justify" the overthrow of the legitimate government
of Nicaragua.
That does not mean that there is nothing to criticize in the presentday Sandinistas, nor that they are not forced by the imperialist policies
of the U.S. to seek the support of Russia or any uther country that will
help their struggle for independence. But the unvarnished fact is that
there was an indigenous, genuine, revolutionary, mass movement which
succeeded in overthrowing the Somoza dictatorship; which has introduced
the beginnings of truly independent life, in its land reform, better
conditions for the workers, and successful fight against illiteracy; and
which is continuing the opposition to any U.S. domination over their
land.
Finally, let's return to what the two nuclear superpowers are doing
with their accumulation of 50,000 nuclear warheads, more than enough
to destroy, over and over again, civili1.ation as we have known it. In
trying to see whether Rt!agan and Gorbachev can, at their November
meeting, stop themselv~s from plunging all of us to perdition, let's take
a second look at the new man at the helm in Russia. Gorbachev stole
the march on our retrogressionist ideologue by declaring that he would
start, on Hiroshima Day, a unilateral cessatior. or nuclear tests, which
would continue for five months, and continue after that if the U.S. joined
the moratorium.
Ronald Reagan could come up with nothing comparable, and once
again, the media itself has become so brainwashed that the Gorbachev
announcement-which a retired Rear Admiral (who is now deputy
director of the private organization, Center for Defense Information),
Eugene J. Carroll, has called "the only significant arms control
development since SALT Il'~has become a "non-event": "In an alarming
display or unanimity, the major American print and electronic news
organizations have uncritkally promoted the White I louse view that
the Soviet initiative is nothing mnn• than a propaganda ploy:• (New York
Times, Aug. 7, 19851
In his analysis, Rear Admiral Carroll exposes also the ralsity of
Ronald Reagan's claim that Moscow broke the last test moratorium in
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1961. There was no moratorium to break after President Eisenhower
ended the 1958 moratorium. False also is the claim that Russia gained
an advantage in the period 1961-63: the U.S. out-tested Russia nearly
two·to-one (137 to 71, to be exact). As for 1985: "According to Energy
Department announcements, America has conducted nine tests, the
Soviet Union only four, in all of 1985 ... America, with about 765 tests,
retains a solid lead over the Soviet Union with 564:'
And just in case any human being remains alive, the latest savage
experiementation now going on is "research" on chemical weapons,
internationally forbidden ever since World War I ...

•
Excerpts from Report to Resident Editorial Board Expanded Meeting,
December 29, 1985

J

UST AS SfEVE BIKO in 1976 had spoken of his affinity with

Frantz Fanon's philosophy and the American Black

dimenston, so Charles Denby, in 1978, quoted Biko both in the new

edition of his autobiography, Indignant Heart: A Black Worker's journal,
and in his introduction to the first edition of Frantz Fanon, Soweto and
American Black Thought. As a matter of fact, the whole question of
sensitivity to language and the Black dim~nsion is what led us to include
the essays by Dcpestre and Ngugi as Appendices in the new edition.
The 1985 Labor Day Plenum of News and Letters CCimmittees
coincided with the time when the Black majority's continuous revolts
in South Africa succeeded in so shaking South Africa's apartheid ruling
regime that it savagely plunged into undeclared Civil War against the
unarmed majority. This, in turn, only suceeeded in making translucent
to the whole world the dauntless courage of the Black masses in this
confrontation. The international impact is deepening. The solidarity of
the world masses with the African Freedom Fighters is not alone with
their bravery, but with the goals, the philosophy, of their re\"olution.
The ramifications of that type of solidarity led to the "shock or
recognition" that that visage of Hitler is by no means limited to South
Africa's Botha regime. Rather, that visage characterizes state-capitalism,
from Russia to the U.S., especially Reagan's U.S. with its apologetics
for Botha that Reagan has the gall to call "active constructive
engagement:•
The presence of Hitler's visage in all state-capitalist imperialisms
became pivotal to Marxist-Humanist Perspectives for 1985·86. lt
determined the October 1985 Lead article in News & Letters, "The
undeclared and ongoing civil war in South Africa:· which followed the
Labor Day Plenum proposal to transform News & Letters into a
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biweekly that would continue to be inseparable from our philosophic
chaUenge to all post·Marx Marxists. Objectively and subjectively, the
need is to continuously concretize Marx's Humanism for our age ...
Marx had proceeded in his last decade to call attention to !lis
substantial additions to the French edition of Capital-especially on the
Fetishism of Commodities in Chapter I, and in lhe Just P.drt on the
Accumulation of Capital. At the same time, remember, this is the period
after the Paris Commune, when he wrote his Critique of the Gotha
Program; studied what was then a "new science," Anthropology,
especially Morgan's Ancient Society; and wrote his Ethnological
Notebooks. From all of this he drew the following conclusions about
what we now call the Third World:
11 The multilinear view of human development reveals-whether in
the Iroquois in the U.S., or in the "Oriental Commune," or the
Western peasant-that there are other paths to revolution:
21 The peasants and the women are revolutionary forces as well as the
proletariat;
3! Revolution may come first in a technologically backward land before
the industrially advanced West Europe.
Standing on Mane's Marxist ground and reason for a new
relationship of theory to practice, Marxist-Humanism saw in the new
moments of Marx in the 1880s a trail to the 1980s. Our tasks begin there,
but that is not where they end. It is the todayness that has to be worked
out anew in each epoch, rooted in the concreteness of the new age.
That cannot be anticipated; it must be worked out anew by the new
generation of revolutionaries.
That is not just rhetoric, as can be seen in the recent communication
we received directly from a group of South African revolutionaries:
We can understand why the Marxist· Humanists felt a need to call
themselves not just Marxists but Marxist·Humanists, because the
humanism has been removed from Marx to such an extent that people
thought they could come with certain theories and ideas just from the
top-the intellectuals theorizing and telling the people how to liberate
th.!m~lvc:s.

The search for a philosophy of revolution to break through the crisis
in thought remains a unifying force in the relationship of Marx to the
Black world.
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Marx, Marxist-Humanism
& the Black World
"The contradictory foundation of
American Civilization, its Achilles heel
is enclosed not in the 'general' class
struggle, but in the specmcs of the
'additive' of color. Precisely because of
this, the theory of liberation must be
as comprehensive as when Marx
unfurled the banner of humanism:'
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"The fact that there is no way out
except by a unified struggle of the
masses the world over does not
condemn the colonial and excolonial
countries to 'inevitable' capitalist
development. A people mature enough
to fight for its freedom is mature
enough to take destiny into its own
hands in the matter of roCC(ui!li.rudiug
its own society:•

"The movement of the runaway slaves,
who followed the North Star to
freedom, brought on the civil
War ... Under the impact of the Civil
War, Marx ... gave an entirely new
structure to his theoretical work
!Capital):'

Th order, see last ptJg<:.
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APhilosophy bom of Black and Labor Struggles
"Denby's is an engrossing story of wildcat
union internal discord, racial disputes
within the shops, and the gravest problem
facing modem workers: the impersonal
assembly line, with its foremen, u~less union
stewards, and the oppressive speed up. It is in
such discussions that the book becomes more
than the personal story of one man and
speaks to the lives of all who have had the

stri~.

necessity of having to punch a time clock on a

regular basis.'' -William Harris, Labor Hislory

"Active in the strike was Raya Dunayevskaya,
philosopher and Marxist with a perceptive
and enquiring mind which in her writings
since that period has carried Marxist
philosophy over the impasse of Russian
Communism over to an enlightened vision
for the future. At the same time she has
demonstrated a development of thought
that hews more close,ly to Marx than lhal

of other Marxist political groups:·
-David Beasley, New York Public Library Guild
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More tbBJJ 30 yeats of unique reroluUonary joumsllsm
• On Black struggles, in monthly columns by John Alan !Black/Red) and
Lou 'lllrner (Black World(
• On Labor's battles against Automation and concessions
• On Latin America's unfinished revolutions
• On Rast Europe's revolts: Hungary, Czechoslavakia, Poland
• On the development of the Women's l.iberation Movement
• On Africa's revolutionary thought and action: Kenr• '55 to South Africa '86
• On Youth struggles: Civil Rights, Anti-War, Anti-Nuke
• On Marx's philosophy of revolution for our day by Raya Dunayevskaya
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A Living Archives ...
Raya Dunayevskaya

A 35 year collection of
essays-historic,
philosophic, global . ..

Women's
Liberation
and the
Dialectics
of
Revolution

Part 1: Women, Labor & the Black
Dimension
Part II: Revolutionaries All
Part Ill: Sexism, Politics and
Revolution-Portugal, Poland, China,
Latin America, The U.S.-Js There an
Organizational Answer?
Part IV: The Trail to the 1980s: The
Missing Link-Philosophy-in the
Relatiom;hip of Revolution to
Organization

REACHING FOR THE FUTURE

The newly-expanded 10,000 page Raya Dunayevskaya Collection is
available on microfilm. This vast coUection ranges from the 1937-38 period
when she was Russian Secretary to Leon 'frotsky during his exile in

Mexico; through her analysis of Russia as a state-capitalist society; to her
founding of the global concept of Marxist-Humanism in the post-World
War II 1950s. New moments of Marxist-Humanism in the 1980s have
just been added to the Collection. Please write ta Archives of Labor
and Urban Mfalrs. Walter Reuther Ubrary, Wayne Slate University,
Detroit Mt 48202. The guide to the collection prepared by New~ &
Letters is available for S1.00.
1b ord~r.
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ATrilogy of Revolution
Three foundation works of Marxist·Humanism by:

Raya Dunayevsk....a_,y:,_a_ __

Marxism and Freedom:
From 1776 to Today

Philosophy &
Revolution

from Hegel to Sartre and
from Marx to Mao

Rosa Luxemburg,
Women's Liberation &
Marx's Philosophy of
Revolution
''Thken as a whole, Dunayevskaya'sthree books ... contain 1m important con·
tribution to African studies by a writer who has spent a liletime as a political
activist us well as a theorist. The passionate commitment to human Iibera·
tion is never absent from Dunayevslwya's works, yet at the same time there
is no lack of theoretical and analytical rigor:'
Africa 'lbday
1b order. s« lasl page.
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Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation &
Marx's Philosophy of Revolution
by Raya Dunayevskaya ..................... 110.95 per copy

0

D

Marxism and Freedom: From 1776 to Thday
1982 edition. New introduction by author.
by Raya Dunayevskaya ..................... 510.95 per copy

Philosophy & Revolution:
from Hegel to Sartre and from Mao to Marx.
1982 edition. New introduction by author.
by Raya Dunayevskaya ..................... 510.95 per copy

0

Women's Uberation & the Dialectics of Revolution:

0

A Guide to the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection:

0

American Civilization on Trial,

Reaching for the Future
by Raya Dunayevskaya ..................... 115.95 per copy

Marxist Humanism-Its Origin and Development In tbe
U.S. ...•.••........••..•..........•...•.••.• SI per copy
Black Masses as Vanguard
Statement of the National Editorial Board. Includes "A 19SOs
View of the 1\vo-Way Road Between the U.S. and Africa:• by

Raya Dunayevskaya, and "Black Caucuses in the Unions," by
Charles Denby ............................... S2 per rupy

0
0

Marx's Capital and Todny's Global Crisis

0

The Coal Miners' General Strike of 1949·50 & the
Birth of Marxist-Humanism In the U.S.

b)' Raya Dunayevskaya ..................... 110.95 per copy
Nationalism, Communism, Marxist-Humanism &

the Afro·AsUm Revolutions

by Raya Dunayevskaya ...................... S1.25 per copy

by Andy Phillips and Raya Dunayevskaya ........ SZ per copy

0

Indignant lleart: A Black Worker's Journal
Ufe in the South and North
by Charles Denby, Editor or News 8c

LeU~rs . .. 57.50

per copy

to News & Letters
0 Subscriotion
Unique comSination or worker and intellectual, published 10
times a year................................ 52.50 per year

Mail orders to NewJ & Letters, 59 East Van Buren, Room 707, Chicago. IL 60605
Enclosed, please find • - £or the literature above. Please add 75• to each order
ror postage !Illinois residents add 81111 sales tu.l
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